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MOCRATS SCORE UPSET VICTORY

Merchants
or 1-H ers,
ers At Dinner

Graham Says
rdant life Found If
Symbols Followed;
embers Get Prizes

I Et It
For Kiwanis Farm
And Home Contest

Flight To American Homenriesnvied
Was Race With Stork
Mrs. Carl Eugene Murphy
flew to America in S.:ptember with her soldier husband, whom she had met
and married in her native
Germany while he was on
occupational duty there.
Her flight was a race with
the stork. October 3, their
son, Barry Allen, was born
in Princeton Hospital. Mrs.
Murphy is the former Gertrude Hering Wallrand, of
Grunberg, Schlesien, Germany. She was anti-Nazi,
and a displaced person.. She
lives with Mr. Murphy's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Murphy, near Lamasco.

PROVED EXPERTS WRONG

Prizes For Farmers,
Wives, 4-H Club, FFA
And Home Ec Girls
Offered By Club

Caldwell Gives
584-Vote Lead To
Truman-Barkley
Chapman Wins Over
Cooper In County
By 156; Heavy
Rain Mars Day

Truman, Barkley
Chapman Win
Voters Oust GOP From Control Of
Congress In Biggest Suprise In
History; Kentucky Goes In Victors'
Column By More Than 100,000;Cooper
Beaten By 30,000; Nation Acclaims
Leader Who Would Not Be Beaten
Voters

fur H's contained in the
Opening of its annual Farm
symbol and pledge can
Caldwell county, where oband Home Improvement contest
a good and fruitful life
servers had predicted the Demwas announced this week by the
of them are observed
ocratic national ticket would
Kiwanis Club. Questionnaires
eir meaning put, into
receive a majority of not more
will
be
mailed
to
farmers and
, John F. Graham, forthan 200 votes because of Senahousewives, upon request, or
dwell county agent told
tor Barkley's candidacy for Vice
forms
can be obtained at the
mbers, the Retail MerPresident, followed the national
county agent's office, Edwin
and other - leaders and
trend and gave a Democratic
of the Nation swept President Truman into
Lamb, chairman of the Kiwanis
at their annual dinner
margin of 584 votes for the ag- the presidency Tuesday for 4 years in his
own right in one
Agricultural Committee, said.
held Thursday night at
gressive Truman-Barkley ticket of the biggest upset elections in history.
With him Truman
Winners will be announced
.rietta Hotel.
in Tuesday's surprising election, will have Kentucky's valiant senior
senator, Alben W.
December 17, Mr. Lamb said.
-en county 4-H project
even tho rain fell in hard' show- Barkley as Vice President and a Congress
safely DemocraDeadline for returning the ques-rls were honored by the
ers during most of the forenoon. tic, to carry out the mandate of the
voters.
tionnaires to the committee is
together with recogThe county also went into the
Kentucky joined in the swing
November 27, The Extension
f 4-H leaders Mrs. G. C.
Vice President-Elect
Chapman column, contrary to
away from the Republicans and
Department of the University of
I', Mrs. L. L. Hopkins,
most experienced observers' pre- Has Victor's
back to Democratic dominance
Laugh
Kentucky will judge the entries.
elma Brandon and Mrs. Today's Game Should
election guesses, tho the Bourby giving the Truman-Barkley
Improvements
in
the
home
Vanliosser. Pins were
bon county congressman's lead
Be One Of Season's
ticket a majority well above
and on the farm wilt be listed
cj the group for outover Senator John Sherman
100,000, and electing a Demoon
the
forms, Mr. Lamb said.
service to their various Tightest Tests
Cooper was only 156, placing
cratic senator, Congressman VirIn each case (separate prizes
Mrs. VanHosser was not
Butler's fighting Tigers were
Chapman 428 votes behind Trugil Chapman, of Bourbon counbut was recognized by on the sidelines last week, en- will be given to farm improveman and Barkley here.
ty, to replace GOP senator John
ment
and
home
improvement
labry, county agent.
joying a week's well earned rest
Surprising to some was the
Sherman Cooper, and capturing
winners)
a
$50
savings
bond
Creasey. Sr., program from the
137-vote total recorded here for
gridiron, but toone of three House seats now
will be awarded as first prize.
n. introduced
George night they again flex their musGov. J. Strom Thurmond, of
held by the Republicans, makSecond
prizes
will
be $25 sav.i.ho gave the welcom- cles, when they meet the Golden
South Carolina, States Rights, or
ing the Kentucky delegation in
ress. He commended the Bears of Sturgis on the Bears' ings bonds. The prizes will be
Dixiecrat, candidate for Presithat branch seven Democrats to
donated by the Farmers NationPresident Hugry S. Truman
.,bers for the good work home ground.
dent, the size of this tribute to
two Republicans. Thruston MorSturgis met defeat last Friday al and the First National Bank.
done the past year.
a cause nearly all voters realized
ton, GOP incumbent in the Third
In addition to the farm and
receiving awards were on their own field when Murwas lost before the voting bedistrict, was -reelected over his
home
winners,
the
outhanding
td by Miss Wilma Van- ray's Tigers took home a vicing much larger than most preFarm Expenses Climb
Democratic opponent, Logan,
4-H
Club
boy
and
girl
of
the
'roe agent. They includ- tory, 19-7. Butler faces Murray
dictions indicated was likely.
and the Republican nominee in
More Than Receipts
county will be recognized. Butaeline Shoulders, cloth- at Murray Friday, Nov. 12.
Henry A. Wallace's vote of
the Ninth district had no opWashington — Although
:). Jo Lester, room imAlthough Sturgis has only two ler and Fredonia High Schools
eight was in line with predicposition.
farmers' gross receipts for
nt; Georgia Phelps, wins to exhibit alongside four will each recommend their out- To Meet At Kuttawa
tions late in the race.
Chapman's lead over Cooper
the first eight months of
standing
FFA
boy
and
the
outFay Young, can- defeats this season, the Golden
The Leader's pre-election eswas approximately 30,000 with
1948
were
4
little
Springs
standing
Over
Home
higher
Economics
Weekgirl.
end;
d Eleanor Crenshaw!, Bears are a strong team, and
timate of a 60 percent county
3200 of the Slate's 4046 precincts
than last year, their expenAll six winners will be awarded
ping.
have met some formidable foes
vote turn-out was very close to
Court Of Honor Nov. 23
counted Wednesday afternoon
ses also were higher, aclockets,
and
keys
by
the
KiAlbeit W. Bartley
winners in boys pro- on the gridiron. Butler's record
arterial results, the total in the
Boy Scout troops of the Three'
nad the Democrat's election was
cording to the Bureau of
their parents attending is two wins, two losses and two wanis Club on recognition night, Rivers District will meet in their
presidential contest, with 2210
held certain. Louisville Mayor
Agricultural Economics. For
Mr. Lamb said.
Voters
Elect
Members
'
;Awed by Mr. Mabry. ties, with three games remainfor
Truman, 1626 for Dewey, 8
first annual camporall-camporee
Charles P. Farnsley was elected
the average farmer, moreThe agricultural committee of
,-Tiving awards were: ing on the season's agenda.
for Wallace and 137 for Thur- Of Two School Boards
Saturday at Kuttawa Mineral
by a 15,000 vote majority.
over, costs of production
the Kiwanis club includes, in
Pool, berley togacco;
Sturgis' fight against Marion,
mond, being 3,981, as against
Springs Park, W. D. Armstrong,
John Morgan and Howard
Shortly after the count began
probably have increased
addition to Mr. Lamb, Judge
Wallace, sheep; Billy the team Butler's Tigers face
the Leader's prediction of 4,000. McConnell won places on the Tuesday night
Scout Council camping commitTruman went into
more than his gross income.
Clyde
0.
Wood,
W.
D.
Armcorn: BiO .Jones, Tabor November 25, gave the Bears a
The 60 percent estimate thus City Board of Education in the lead in
tee .member, said this week.
popular votes and,
Total farm production this
y beef; James Hubbard, 19-0 victoi-y. The Marion game strong, Paul Dunn and R. A.
was almost exactly realized.
Tuesday's election. They were to the complete surprise
Highlight will be a campfire
year will be slightly below
of all
Henry Hulet Traylor, will close the season for Mabry.
As was widely predicted here, unopposed and will assume the the pollsters and
program Saturday night, to
so-called exlast year's output. Crop proRobert Seymore, gar- Princeton.
many
Democrats scratched their posts of Walter 0. Towery and perts, he continued to
which parents have been exduction is setting a new recmaintain
rd Gaydon Mitchell,
Cub Pack Leadership
ballots to favor the Republican Sam Koltinsky, long-time mem- and add to
tended a special invitation. They
this lead as the
ord high, but livestock and
wards were presented
senatorial nominee but not bers of the board, who did not count progressed.
are invited to inspect the camp
Group Meets At Church
livestock products are off.
Merchants Association.
enough to give Cooper a lead seek* reelection. Morgan receivThe first of a series of train- and observe the campfire proAt 11:16 o'clock Wednesday
7,1ram closed with the
here, as had been expected by ed 449 votes and McConnell, 387. morning
ing sessions for Cub Pack lead- gram, which will be conducted
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
of pictures in color of
most
of
the
Floyd
political
E.
Jones,
on
the
in
hill
experts
Division
of
back
of Kuttawa
ership was held at the Presbyconceded his opponent's election
.arried by 4-H members
both
No.
parties.
4,
with
88
votes,
Springs,
J.
Mr. Armstrong said.
Suppelle and sent Truman a congratulaterian Church annex Thursday,
)ear
The result in Caldwell was a Baker, with 164 votes, and tory telegram.
Sixth Year Event Offers Oct. 21, under direction of The tour will start Saturday
Governor Warren
and others attending
distinct disappointment to GOP Floyd Jones, with 106 votes, all also congratulated
James J. Harris, field executive, morning with the making of
Se na tor
10 Prizes Plus Special
r. and Mrs. Harry Walleaders, who had been confident unopposed, were reelected mem- Barkley.
Boy . Scouts of America. The camp. A program is also planr. and Mrs. William
Senator Cooper would carry the bers of the County Board of
For Longest Ear
In the surprise Democratic
Cub Pack is sponsored by the ned for the afternoon. Scouts
Daughter Of Late Judge county and hopeful that
r. and Mrs. Charles
who wish to attend their own
they Education.
The sixth annual corn show Central Presbyterian Church.
victory, the Democrats captured
. Mr. and Mrs. Sam sponsored by the- First National
might win a bare margin for
church Sunday morning can
eight governorships from the
And Mrs. James Ingram
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Sey- Bank opens this week, Henry
Dewey and Warren.
leave early, he said. If enough
Republicans and now have govr. and Mrs. David Mit- Sevison, president, announced. R. A. Mabry To Address
Dies
After
Long
Illness
Princeton,
due
to
the
rain,
had
boys remain at camp, services
ernors in 30 states, with the GOP
r and Mrs. Guy $houla
quiet
election
day with busiFuneral services for M r s.
will be held there. Camp will be
Ten prizes are offered, in $5, Rose And Garden Club
holding 18 state houses.
r and Mrs. Raymond $4, $3, $2 and $1 amounts. A
R. A. Mabry, county agen t, broken just before noon Sunday. George W. Martin, Sr., who died ness slowed appreciably and few
The 81st Congress will have
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd special prize will be given for will address the Princeton Rose
persons on the streets. No inciA Scout board of review was at her home
54 Democratic senators, 42 Reon S. Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. the longest single ear, while and Garden Club tonight at its held Monday night, and a numdents of disorders at or around
publicans, while the House of
Eight Club Members To
.. Mr. and Mrs. L. L. three ears will comprise each regular meeting in the George ber of promotions and honors street Saturday morning after the polling places were reported
Representatives will stand 246
Exhibit
Entries For
and Mrs. J. F. Graham. major entry, arranged and tied Coon Library. A report will be awarded. Awards will be made a lingering illness, were con- in the town or county.
Democrats, 188 Republicans, one
State Event
American Labor, a majority of
by the farmer. Separate entries made of the Owensboro meeting at a Three Rivers Court of Hon- ducted Sunday afternoon at Og- MORE
Eight
McGough
4-H Club members who at least 28 for the Democrats.
Mrs.
for each variety may -be made, of the Garden Club of Kentuc- or, to be held November 23, at den Methodist Church, with Dr.
are feeding beef calves for the
Predictions were that Sena59th Anniversary of hybrids, open . pollinated, ky. All members and friends are the American Legion Hall, Mar- Summers Brinson officiating. Junior Class Hallowe'en
Louisville Fat Calf Show, No- tor Scott Lucas, of Illinois, will
Born December 21, 1877, Mrs.
ion. Some Star Scouts and a few
Mrs. J. W. McGough white, yellow, etc., Mr. Sevison invited.
Carnival
Nets
$117.50
vember 10-12, will have their succeed Barkley as Democratic
First Class Scouts will be pro- Martin was the former Lena
their 59th wedding said.
calves on exhibit at the Prince- majority leader of the Senate
moted, along with awarding of Ingram, daughter of the late For Prom And Banquet
Closing date for the contest is
Ty at their home on
The Hallowe'en
merit badges at the District Judge and Mrs. James F. InCarnival ton Stockyards Saturday, Nov. but Gov. Earle Clements had
venue Sunday. Both na- November 26. R. A. Mabry,
board of review, Mr. Armstrong gram, of Princeton. A son, Os- sponsored by Butler High's Jun- 6, at 1:30 o'clock, it was an- given no indication of whom he
Caldwell County and agent, will judge all entries. The
car L., preceded her in death ior Class made a profit of nounced by County Agent R. A. will appoint to fill out the unsaid.
ians the la* 22 years, corn will be sold December 4,
$117.50, it was announced by Mabry this week.
The Three Rivers District in- 35 years ago.
expired portion of Senator BarkMrs McGough greeted with proceeds going to Caldwell
The best calf fed by each ley's term when the senior
Survivors are her husband, Mrs. Frank Craig, faculty comcludes
Marion,
Eddyville,
KutHospital.
Memorial
Homer
Osborne,
senNegro,
t•nds and relatives,
taws, Princeton and Fredonia. three sons, Ray B. and George mittee member in charge of ar- member will be judged and ator moves up to the Vice PresiLast year was such a bad
wing Mr. and Mrs.
Acquitted
Is
Serious
Of
W., of the Otter Pond communi- rangements. The carnival fea- prizes awarded by the Farmers dency in January.
.lo-ugh, of Stanford. corn year that entries in the
and First National
ty; J. Garland, New York City; tured contests and games, a National
Charge
Truman captured 28 states,
contest lagged. With the record
Open
House
Friday
To
four daughters, Rosalind Mar- Negro minstrel, fortune tellers Banks.
lph Cash, Mrs. Bill crop of 1948, it is hoped that the The national election recessed
with 304 electoral votes; Dewey
Honor Commander Barrett tin, Springfield, Mass., Mrs. and a house of horrors, Mrs. The 4-11 members who are won 16 states, with 189 electorAt PTA Meet
70 entries of 1946 can be topped. Caldwell circuit court this week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Barrett, of Marojie
alph Cash, president of
Lowey, Washington, Craig said. Miss Pamelia Gor- feeding calves for the show are al votes and Thurmond, States
The court, with Judge H. F. S.
Dulaney, will hold "open house" D. C., Mrs. Anna Mae Basey, don aided Mrs. Craig. Proceeds Marvin Thomas, James R. Wal- Rights
Parent-Teachers Assocandidite, took four
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Willard Bailey on the bench, will rend Mrs. Billy Gresham left Tuesday for Long Beach, convene Monday, and will prob- Friday, Nov. 5, in honor of the San Francisco, Calif., Mrs. Fran- will be used for a Junior-Sen- lace, Benny Mashburn, Billy southern states,
S. Carolina,
Lexington;
ces
spend
Minor,
Mitchell,
eight
102nd
birthday
Jerry
Cravens, William Mississippi, Alabama and
of his father,
'ng Princeton delegates Calif., where they will
ior prom and banquet. The junably finish its work by the end
Louisrewas
Willard
winter.
Mr.
grandchildren,
the
James C., Wil- ior class will also sponsor a food W. Jones, Bernard Jones and iana, with
Commander Robert Barrett.
.rot District PTA meet38 electoral votes.
with the I. of the week, Mrs. Leona Trader, Union veteran.
liam B., Janice Ann arid Bobbie market, to be held sometime Eleanor Jones. The public is in- For a time
at Heath High School, tired from serviceeffective
Friends
inare
clerk,
circuit
court
said.
Noearly Wednesday
C. Railway Co.,
26.
The grand jury completed its vited to call between the hours Martin, Otter Pond; Barbara this month, it was announced. vited to see this calf show.
morning it appeared neither
vember 1.
Jean
Russell
James
and
Martin,
of
10
o'clock.
and
6
work Wednesday and was disTruman nor Dewey would obNew York City; and Lena Mae
missed, after returning five intain the necessary 266 electoral
Santa Will Answer
Princeton Men Report
Lowey,
Doris
and
Washingof
dictments.
votes but when Ohio and CaliPvt. Thomas E. Cochran
Letters This Year
ton, D. C. Several nieces and Good Pheasant Hunting
Luther Ward was found not
Yoe 11
) Wilcox, manager of fornia finally went into the TruServing
Japan
In
A
group,
nephews
also
composed
of
survive.
Jimmy
Wednesday,
guilty
of arson
man column, this possibility
Pvt. Thomas E. Cochran, 17,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin would Mitchell, Orman Travis, Leo- Western Auto Associate Store, was eliminated.
while Roy Vance pleaded guilson of Mr. and Mrs. James E. have celebrated their 50th wed- nard Travis, Moscoe Mitchell, has made arrangements with
ty to grand larceny. Homer OsAs the Nation and the world
Cochran, is serving with the ding anniversary April 12, 1949. Harry Joiner, Sr., Garland Santa Claus this year to answer
ers and rowdies in
The "tricks or treats" variety
with
borne. colored, charged
realized- what had happened
all
loose,
Hallowe'eners
were
letters
adthessed
to the litFirst Cavalry Division, Eighth
stayed home over the of
Pallbearers were sons and Wood, Delmas Cortner, Herman
and that Truman would be
or at least there were- though. Most homes in the city rape, was acquitted.
Army, in the Toyko-Yokohama grandsons of Mrs. Martin.
White and Bill Palmer return- tle, round fat man and left at President
Walter
Sleeth,
senJames
another 4 yeart, with
Mr. Wilcox's store. A special
area of Japan. Formerly emaround doing the usual felt the impact of tiny knuckles
Saturday
ed
Interment
from
night
a
in
two
was
Cedar
Hill
tenced earlier to 2 years in the
Santa Claus stamp is required, a Congress to support his proployed by J. W. Quinn Grocery, Cemetery.
n damage, Chief Roy on front doors, and the "twicks
weeks'
of
tour
seven
western
penitentiary for carrying a congram, reaction reported from
aid. Maybe the rain or tweets" of half-pint goblins.
he enlisted in the Army in April,
states, hunting pheasants. They along with free stationery that all
over the country indicated
cealed weapon, was probated,
the
can
across,
be
come
obtained
didn't
at
the
training
and
basic
at
his
took
store.
you
covered
IT
3,997 miles of territory,
YWCA's Teen Club Hold
the miracle worker, the unasalong with Herman Russell and
When
the
letter
is
written,
Fort Knox, In July he was sent Rummage Sale Saturday
Mr.
sser expresses thanks "twicks" didn't amount to more
and while they missed getting
suming but hard fighting man
'ring folks, for conduct- than a little flour thrown across Billy Dillingham, who had been to Japan for duty.
The YWCA's Teen Club has their legal limit, they returned Wilcox said, deposit it in the from
given 2 years each for houseMissouri has created new
special mailbox, and an answer
door
perhaps
a
-'elves "in an orderly the porch. or
with
pheasants
103
announced
among
them.
rummage
their
sale,
breaking.
direct from Santa Claus will ar- confidence in the people and
Reads
'm Hallowe'en night". mat hidden behind a bush.
Jaggers
Mrs.
C.
H.
the
Saturday
to
held
in
be
The case of Evelyn George,
won great respell for himself.
rive addressed to the sender.
Favorite Poems To Rotary Elk's basement. Proceeds will Robbie Candler Listed
Several parties over the city
Morning didn't present
appealed from
police court,
Truman's hard fight, backed
--------al soaped-up windows might have had a lot to do with
Mrs. C. H. Jagger, reed sev- go toward employment of the On Special Honor Roll
brought a plea of guilty from the
by the untiring Barkley and two
eral poems and gave a short, district YMCA secretary, Mrs.
Placed garbage cabs, it. The bobbing for apples and
Robbie Candler, Seve nth Livestock Market
defendant and a fine of $50 and
members of the Cabinot, was
illustrative talk on poetry at J. L. Walker, advisor, said.
mita and street signs playing of games seems to be
grade pupil at Butler High, was
Sales on the Princeton Live- the kind
60 days in jail. She had been
America loves to see
vandalof
Tuesday's
meeting
Rotary
the
era
of
rally Ireet the early returning, and an
among pupils on the special stock Market Monday were ful- .
charged with illegal possession
. . when the under-dog emerClub. Guest for a month is
transit on November I. Wm is giving way to the oidhonor
roll
by
Mr.
making
Owen
returned
Cash
all
A's,
ly
from
it
steady
with
last
week, it was ges on top . . . and high and
of liquor for purpose of sale.
Jimmy Wallace, outstandingBut- Dallas, Tex., this week on ac- was announced by C. A. Horn. reported by
several hundred dol- fashioned way of celebrating
Brad Lacy, mana- low t
co, ' of the Illn
clean
good.
with
ler
Hi
r
nay
ho
Shits
All
"
VP4 by marabouts

Tigers To Tangle
With Sturgis Team

District Scouts
To Have Camporee

Bank Sponsors
Annual Corn Show

Death Comes To
Mrs. G. W. Martin

4-H Calves To Be
Shown Saturday

Circuit Court
Resumes Monday

lowe'en Pranksters
Negligible Damage

Juice

es

_______-
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Kiwanis Has Had Good Year
result in much good for the community,
was first suggested by the Kiwanis president and came into existence at a Kiwanis board meeting.
Princeton is fortunate in having Kiwanis, Rotary, the Junior Chamber of Commerce and the Business and Professional
Women's Club all actively promoting advancement of the community and the
citizens, both men and women, who lend
their time and talents to the varied projects of these organizations are performing fine service, without which we could
not keep step in forward progress so
necessary in modern competitive civic
and industrial development.

Soil Conservation Is Cooperation
a restorer of wasting fertility we begin
to realize that potential resources of
farm land must be conserved. That
thought was not foremost in the minds
of farmers when land was plentiful. But
as the threat of depletion came nearer
and clearer, and there was no longer the
vastness of undeveloped land to be fenced and tilled and crops harvested from
it, a saner view was taken, out of which
came soil conservation. Men studied the
art of preserving land—of applying their
intelligence to retain and improve their
acreages, for which there is no substitution once they have been exhausted.
This part of Kentucky is not old farming land, as is New England and other
sections of the union, but as the population increases more food must be raised,
And poor land will not produce food in
abundance. It must be watched and cared
for by men who know how, so that the
magic of restoration may become common property, and that properly cultivated soil will respond to the skill of expert
farmers. That isn't an almost superhuman job when farmers set themselves to
the task. They can't be proverbial "lazybones" idling at their work and gainfully
operate their farms Soil conservation is
no longer a dream to be recalled the next
day. It is a method of saving soil, that
the soil may better keep those who own
it. And community-owned and operated
machinery is part of the answer to farm
owners who complain of the waning production of their land. They must conserve, they must restore, they must cooperate, and cooperate again.
(Owensboro Messenger)

Where Rights Collide
The National Labor Relations Board
has just handed down three significant
rulings, all of which bear on one of the
most difficult areas of labor-management
relationships--the area in which the
right to strike comes up against the
right to work and the right to carry on
a legitirnate business.
In unanimous agreement, the NLRB
ruled that behavior of pickets in a strike
which in any way intimidates would-be
workers just as well as behavior which
excludes them by active or passive force
violates the law. Of great importance,
also, the board indicated that it proposed
to build up, case by case, definitions of
what constitutes legal and illegal picketing.
Only were there a breakdown of the
democratic processes both in government
and in industrial relations could coercive
picketing be defended. This consideration,
•elus the unanimity among members of sk
board certainly not weighted against labor, should impel acceptance of the decision among more thoughtful labor
leaders.
The NLRB, also in complete agreement, ruled that striking pickets who
"vilified and verbally abused" (but did
not threaten and thus coerce) those who
went back to work did not violate the
law. It is not necessary to defend all of
the language which rings out from any
and every picket line to acclaim this decision on behalf of free speech. A good
many newspapers, columnists and politicians do • a little viHfying on occasion,
too, unedifying as the practice may be.
Their phraseology is usually more skillful and less earthy. But the freedom
which covers them and the picket line
is the same.
Here the NLRB is saying, in effect,
that responsibility must accompany
authority, a position which can operate
powerfully on the side of stability in industrial relations. But there is a correlative precept, too: Realistically there can
be no enforcible responsibility without
authority. If this precedent is not to result in the fragmentation of organized labor into insecure and irresponsible locals,
then the authority of nation0 unions

s
Postscript
By
I

Resolutions

MEMIIIIR OF TIIE AliSOCIATICI) PRESS—The Associated Press Is entitled exclusively to tbsi use for r•putniaation of all the local news printed In this newspaper. mi well Ss all AP newsdhipatches.
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL weeoCIATION
ASSOCIATION
MEMBER KENTliCKY PRESS

There were questions of the practical
worth of soil conservation caravans moving through the country when these huge
federal and state jointly-sponsored projects were first announced. The cost of
operating such expensive machinery
caused speculation, and raised doubts in
the minds of farmers unfamiliar with
the plans. But gradually opposition disappeared, and in various parts of the
United States soil conservation demonstrations are being carred on. Curiosity
impelled many to attend—as last year's
between Owensboro and Calhoun, nearest of the several in this territory. Due
publicity is given each project in advance
of the demonstration, and farmers and
others interested in saving and rebuilding the soil gather by the thousands.
That no individual land owner—with a
few exceptions—is able financially to
purehase the massive machinery and hire
the operating crews was recognized
when the government launched the
movement. But there was no intention of
suggesting to farmers that they undertake to rebuild their land and restore its
crop production power as they have been
accustomed to farming the old w a y.
There was a broader view outlined by the
pioneers in soil conservation. When an
experiment had proved the judgment of
conservationists, it'would be recommended that the land be laid out in districts.
A district, taking in a large acreage,
would raise funds to purchase the necessary machinery; and then, to carry the
scheme further, collective conservation
practices would be used.
When we think of soil conservation as

-
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In every respect, save one, Princeton's
Kiwanis Club, organized in 1925, has had
during the current year one of its best
administrations. More members have
been lost, by two, than gained during the
year, constituting the only retrogression
evident.
It is axiomatic that individuals who
take themselves and their jobs seriously
produce the best results, for others are
impressed by conscientious effort and respond with cooperation. It has been thus
this year for Kiwanis, u nder the
thoughtful, energetic and able leadership of J. B. Lester.
The Citizens Committee, which already
has given evidence that its labors will
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must be recognized and upheld on other
matters as well.
(Christian Science Monitor)
•
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Corn Derbies
Prove Worth
By Ewing Galloway
Until the other day my interest in
corn derbies was most casual. That was
because I had not taken the trouble to
learn about them. I got interested when
Arthur A. Williams, county agricultural
agent, told me about the yields obtained by neighbors and acquaintances here
in Henderson county. Incidentially, I am
not writing this piece because it is about
Henderson county farmers. Other corn
derbies in Kentucky may beat ours all
hollow.
Thus far a check-up by the county
agent on 18 crops of a total of 33 gives
John William Powell 175.05 bushels to
the acre on a 5-acre patch. A next-door
neighbor of mine, Jack Crafton, made
171.05; Shirley Powell, 167.27; Jack
Crafton, Jr., 143.09; and Randall Powell
produced 143.9 bushels on one acre.
All derby crops were given fertilization prescribed by the county agent, and
the 'entrants followed instructions closely. And all of them are pleased with results, even though some of the yields fell
slightly under 115 bushels.
One of the most important things in
agriculture is increasing yields, and a
county corn derby is just about the best
thing you can think of to stimulate interest in better corn growing. Here in
Kentucky progress in farming is going to
be measured largely by increases in grain
yields an acre and by reducing the acreage. Sixty bushels of corn where 30 bushels used to be considered a fairly good
crop, 100 bushels instead of 60, are gains
*bat can be realized pretty generally In
the next few years. This means that
more grass can be grown, more land
turned to permanent pasture, with livestock eating unharvested feed and scattering their own manure.

It has been a long time since
A mighty pretty Butler Band
girl sold us some poppies Satur- I saw so many folks have so
day and made us like it; in fact, much fun at a political rally
this little miss could sell this as was manifested at a Hopkinsgang, or almost any other, just ville gathering of Democrats
about anything, with or with- last Wednesday night when Tom
out her attractive uniform, any Underwood, editor of the Lextime. Dot Russell is the lovely's ington Herald and Democratic
nominee for Congress in the
name.
• • •
Sixth district, came back to his
Mrs. A. P. Day, who spoiled boyhood home to urge a large
Larry when he was a baby and turnout .of voters for his party's
is among his dearest friends to- ticket and, especially, to help
day, advises me' she baked a
his old friends, Congressman
cake the other day in her pres- Virgil Chapman, get a lot of
sure cooker. She says she got votes in Christian county.
*
*
*
the whole job done in the new
device .. . all except fhe
Prominent Democrats were
• • •
present from several counties
Buggy, riding went by the and both Editor Underwood and
boards long ago and Mrs. J. R. 'Chapman did 'themselves proud
Parsley, 78, knows it, apparently. . . . and had a lot of joy in
Anyhow, she took a ride, to their performances. CongressLiawson Springs and return, on man Noble Gregory made A short
a motorcycle piloted by her talk and this reporter, listening
nephew, Guy Kelley, Jr., who is to comments, became more firmvisiting here, one day last week. ly convinced that the Mayfield
Mrs. Parsley wore a pair of her gentleman is more strongly enson Bob's pants for her jaunt.
trenched in the confidence and
esteem of his constituency than
Personable Pete Cavanah, for- ever before.
*
*
*
mer Princetonian, was sent to
Paducah Monday via airplane
Judge Higgins, of Christian
from Chicago to engineer Sena- county, introducing Editor Untor Barkley's homecoming derwood, said he is "the most
speech via radio for NBC, na- popular man in the Democratic
tionwide. Pete is assistant chief party of Kentucky today" and
engineer at NBC's Chicago stu- could "undoubtedly have anydios and doing all right for thing he wanted" at his party's
himself.
hands. With this the crowd
*
*
•*
agreed enthusiastically, as will
Bud Hillyard's little boy, 4 virtually all Democratic leadyears old, met Rosie and the ers throughout the State. Mr.
Pennyriler's better half in the Underwood won a lop-sided
Federated store last Friday af- victory in Tuesday's election
ternoon and announced: "I have and is today close up to Senator
been to the doctor's all by my- Barkley in the top flight of
self and had a shot . . . and I Democrats, at home and throughdidn't cry either". Of such stern out the Nation.
*
*
*
stuff are martyrs made!
*
*
*
Captain Cleveland Williams,
No matter how badly th's USA retired, has sent his old
election may go against them, friend, J. D. Lester, some interDemocrats need not worry much esting pictures of himself in
about the future of their party, western
costume . . . w:h i c h
despite the Dixiecrats and the show him serving as marshal of
Henry Wallace faction. After a Pioneer Days celebration at
Dewey and his Joe Grundy boys Leavenworth, Kansas, where he
have been in a while, it is the lives. The former Princetonian
GOP whose future is gonna look appears robust and looks like he
dim! The 4-year tenure ahead enjoyed his role as parade boss.
*
*
will be nobody's picnic and
then the Democrats will come
The current political agitation
back, to stay for a long, long again reminds us of the decline
time.
of party loyalty. There was a
*
*
*
time when the desire to advance
Hobart McGough, a Stanford the cause of the major parties
banker now but who. certainly
burned strong 'and bright. If
loves to come back to the old there was a job to be done in a
home town, confided to me reniote section of the country,
Monday that a feller starting in the Oldtimer (both Democrat
business in a new town has to and Republican) would mount
be mighty careful with his pub- his horse, ride to the distant
lic relations work. How well we precinct and remain in the
know this, in the newspaper county for a week or ten days—
business! It really takes a life- or until the job was completed.
time to learn most of the im- They sought no reward and
asked no pay. It was a labor of
portant answers.
*
*
*
love for their party. Today,
Oct. 20 to Nov. 6 is National however, it is different—$15.00
Apple Week, Army sez, and for a car, $10.00 for the day's
brought us a fine basket of work and the promise of a job—
Golden Delicious apples, raised and then you aren't quite sure
in McCracken county . . . "to of your man! This decline in
sweeten up this jernt", he said. party interest has increased
throughout years. Where it will
We confessed the place could
stand some sweetening; also, end, or in what, no one knows.
(Glasgow Times)
some light.

Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
ALL HALLOWS' EVE, by Charles Williams (Pellegrini &
Cudahy, $2.75)
Lester Furnival stands on
Westminster Bridge, in a London sinking into twilight, thinks
of Richard to whom she was
married just the day beore, notices with some uneasiness how
silent the city has become, and
remarks to herself that she can
still vaguely see, half in the
river and half on the Embankment, the plane which had just
fallen on her and killed her.
She had walked out to meet
Evelyn, and the accident caught
them both. But there was only
a brief separation, for Evelyn
appeared again, as natural as
life to her except that she too
had lost the handbag she always carries. They sit in the
park; Evelyn talks, talks until
Lester can endure the sound
of her voice no more, and they
leave.
Then we turn to the world of
the living, to the bereaved husband and his friend Jonathan
Drayton, the painter; Betty.
whom Jonathan loves; Betty's
mother, Lady Wallingford; and
to Simon
most importantly
Leclero, or Simon the Clerk,
Father Simon, or simply the
Profit, a Jew from America,
born in France before the Revolution, seer, mystic, preacher,
and potential leader of many
war-born peoples along the road
to peace.
Ideas about the nature of good
and evil, heaven and hell, God
and Devil, may be read into this
unusual novel, and may indeed
have been written into it by
the author. While they are, to
me, a little obscure, the story
Intrigues me. The quick and the
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dead rub shoulders here as
they rarely do in literature and
never do .. . though now I begin to have my doubts . . . in
life. The scenes of the conception of Betty, for example, and
of the injunction laid upon the
sick girl by Simon: "Betty, Betty, it is time to go", are as eery
and ghostly as a midnight graveyard; and Williams can talk
about a simple picture in a way
to make you imagine mumbojumbo and malignancy in ordinary paint on ordinary canvas.
He doesn't scare you, but there
is witchcraft here, the Evil Eye
peers up from these pages, and
you get a whiff of mandragora
and deadly nightshade.
•

Atomic Slide Rule
Measures Unseen
By Howard W. Blakeslee
(AP

Science

Ilditor)

Oak Ridge, Tenn.—An atomic
brat of _Br_ kind,
has been Invented here by Myron B. Hawkins, of the Isotopes
Division, U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
This slide rule looks like any
other, expect for Greek letters
and other symbols. It tells -where
and how to be safe when anyone is working around X-rays or
gamma rays.
The slide tells you the thickness of concrete, aluminum,
lead or water that will give safe
shielding against the penetrating rays. If there is no shielding, the rule tells how far away
to stand.
It will figure out exactly the
dose of X-rays a worker may be
getting in any position. And it
will tell how long he can remain
.there safely.
This rule is the tool of a new
business, the uses of radioactive
atoms, which is taught by Oak
Ridge instructors. These men,
numbering half a dozen, belong
to the Advisory Field Service of
the Isotopes Division. The Service is headed by acting chief
William Morgan, and the division by Dr. Paul C. Aebersold.
The field men go to the hundreds of laboratories where work
with radioactive
Is starting
atoms. The laboratories require
special design, special apparatus and training in handling the
atoms. Even the methods of
placing the atoms in germs,
plants, diseased tissues, chemical
compounds and metals are an
unknown art. The pioneers starting this new field sometimes
are puzzled as to which atoms
to select out of the possible hundred kinds available.
When a box of the hot atoms
arrives, there are printed directions for opening, not only for
every move of the hands, but
where to stand. The job looks as
ticklish as walking a tight rope.
An innocent-looking can may
contain something shooting a
cone of rays upward through its
top. That is safe, provided you
don't inadvertently place your
face directly above the can. The
rays can't be seen, felt or smelled.
The new radioactivity laboratories must have smooth walls,
with no cracks, and preferably
be coated with enamel. Ceilings
are the same. Lights usually are
built in, flush with ceilings or
walls. Ordinary light fixtures
might pick up radioactive dust.
Good housekeeping rules are
good assurance of safety. If anyone can run a finger tip under
a table and get smudged with
dust, the housekeeping is unsafe.
Generally there is no eating,
smoking or drinking of anything,
to avoid chances of taking in a
little radioactive dust.
Floors have to be leak-pront.
If a radioactive liquid is spilled,
it is mopped, with tongs holding
the mop, and then the mop is
disposed of in a metal can. This
atomic ash can is one of the most
important parts of the laboratory. For these waste atoms cannot be killed by boiling or
steam, as are the germs and viruses in medical laboratories.
Nothing shortens the life of radioactive atoms by ern one second. The lives range from days
to hundreds of years.
Laboratory tables have stainless steel covers, each with an

the table, and drafts
them from floating around the
ot
inch -high parapet around the edge, and a shallow
is thrown away in the atomic side the parapet. This is
ash can. Wherever radioactive tect against spilled stuff
on the floor or the a!
atoms are exposed so that they
can get into the air, a hood over ' clothing
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has been endowed. Your physician is in position
to help you preserve the health which is your
natural heritage. We are ready to assist, by filling

his prescriptions exactly as ordered.

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 126

FARM a
NE
I Coal Heaters
I Oil Heaters
I Gas Heaters

I Coal Buckets
I Fire Grates
• Grate Backs
• Fire Brick
• Fire Screens
• Stove Boards
• Brass Fire Sets
• Weather Strip
• Register Shields
I Electric Heaters
I Heating Pads

...at the

BROWN!

Visiting The Brown Hotel in the Fall is wonderful
fun. Exciting new Fall fashions in the shops
Superb attractions at the theaters .. . A new pst
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11:50 A.

and sparkle in the air ...
Week-ends are best

these days at the Brown. Fewer

crowds, better service. So come on up — shop on

Friday and Saturday, have a party on Saturday nigh:.
and sleep late on Sunday!
But — whenever you come, you'll be more cow

HARD
Teeth and Virginia St.
Hopki

fortable and have more fun at the Brown. WI
Louisville's

Largest and Finest!

Firs SpIsadid Restaurants ineledisg the Famous
BLUEGRASS ROOM —Lesissille's Nicest "Bright Spot"!
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Louisville's Largest and Finest
Hump E. H.untra,

Managing Director
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Hold on a little longer...
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Did You Know?
Some gears used in industry
are as large as 30 feet in diameter and four feet wide.
• • •
U. S. sales of packaged beer
in 1948 will take about two billion cans.
• • •
About 26 billion cans for
packing food will be made this
year in the United States.
• • •
A machine to make paper
bags was invented in 1852 by
Francis Wolle.
, • • •
It is estimated that the influenze epidemic of 1918 killed
550,000 people in the United
States.
• • •
The daily intake of cobalt of
a typical sheep is about one 28
thousandth of an ounce, yet if
it is not present in its food the
sheep will die.
• • •
More than l billion metal cans
are used in an average year to
pack meat in the United States.
U. S. production of canned
soup reached 890 million pounds
in 1945.

You never know what's happening
at the other end of the line! That's why
It'. important to allow about a
minute for your party to resell the
telephone. It's also important to answer

INIOUP
Covistoods
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Tliresd.4
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earls as promptly as possible. "Being
Considerate" always pays off in better
telephone service for everyone.
SOLOSININ SILL TIRAPHONI AND TrillORAPH COMPANY
toesrpons.e.1

Always Be Considerate

the ABC of Good Tel:phone Berries ,
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Recipe

Of The Week

For full flavor and greater
tenderness as well as more servings, most meat should be cooked long and slowly, advise
food
authorities at the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Even a tough cut of beef, such
as the chuck, will be a favorite
prepared in this way.
Savory Pot Roast
3 pounds of beef chuck
ke cup flour
4 tablespoons fat
1 teaspoon salt
1-8 teaspoon pepper
1 cup water
6 potatoes
6 carrots
6 onions
6 turnips
Dredge the meat well in flour.
Melt the fat in a heavy kettle
and brpwn the meat well on
each side, seasoning as the meat
is turned. Add the water. Cover
and cook slowly for two hours,
then add prepared whole vegetables and continue cooking for
one hour. Remove meat and
vegetables and make. gravy.

Which is your

Coal Heaters
Oil Heaters
Gas Heaters

Nails and Staples
Roll Roofing
Red Roof Paint
Black Roof Paint

Friendship News

By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Orton and
son, of Hopkinsviille, spent last
Tuesday with his parents; Mr.
and Mrs. Denzil- Orton.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Del3oe
and children recently visited in
West Baden, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. End Hunter, of
Long Beach, Calif., have been
visiting old friends and relatives here the last wee/I. Mr.
Hunter is a native Caldwell countian but for 52 years has been
a citizen of California. Before
they return home they will visit in Evansville, Ind., Tennessee,
and Oklahoma.
Mrs. Denzil Orton recently
visited in Denver, Colo. She was
accompanied home by Mrs. John
Wesley Denhani and Mrs. Opal
Baker for a few days' visit to
relatives here.
Miss Mary Lou White has been
carrying her right arm in a
sling the last few days due to
an infection.
County Agent Mabry visited our
school last Thursday.
!Ars. J. W. Denham and Mrs.
Opal Baker, Denver, Colo., visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie Teear
of Dawson Springs before returning home.
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Orton
and son were called to Cerulean
last week on account of the sudden death of their little grandson, Benjamin Stanley Orton,
who died October 20.
A large crowd attended the
funeral and interment of Uncle
Charlie Kline last Wednesday at
Cross Roads cemetery.
Mrs. Maxine Newsom has returned from a few days' stay at
Jennie Stewart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Miss Shirley Griggs has been
absent from school several days

Fire Brick
Fire Screens
Stove Boards
Brass Fire Sets

Armour's Fertilizer

Weather Strip

Carpenter Tools

Documentary evidence of dependency should be submitted
to Veterans Administration immediately by veterans with disability ratings of 60 percent or
more in order that they may
qualify for increased compensation payments.
Public Law 877 of the 80th
Congress provides additional allowances for such disabled veterans who have a wife, children
or dependent parents. The married veteran may receive up to
$21 extra, with added amounts
for additional dependents.
Veterans whose dependents
are recorded in their VA claims
folders as of September 1, 1948,
will have until December 1 to
file the evidence. These awards
will be retroactive to September
1, the effective date of the law.
Otherwise, the effective date of
the increase will be the date of
receipt of the evidence.
As evidence of a wife and children, a veteran may submit certified copies of public or church
records. If for any reason these
are not available, he should submit the best evidence at hand,
such as sworn statements of responsible persons. For parents
proof of dependency in the form
of sworn statements as to income and property ownership
are required.
The first G. I. Bill deadline is
not for away, Veterans Administration said today.
Veterans discharged be f or e
July 25, 1947, have only until
July 25, 1949, to apply for readjustment allowances for unemployment and self-employment.
G. I's discharged after the
1947 date have until two years
after discharge.

Since 1944, bulldozers have
been used. to. dig- in -11-/ertige Of
6,500 farm reservoirs a year in
Kentucky, according to Earl
G. Welch, farm engineer at the
College of
Agriculture
and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. There are around 300
customs operators of bulldozers in the state, he said.
Welch said the first engineered farm reservoir in Kentucky
was made in Powell county in
1924. About 200 reservoir demonstrations were established by
the extension division of the college up to 1938.
In 1939, customs operators using bulldozers began planning
and building reservoirs as a business. According to annual reports of county agents, a total
of 46,073 reservoirs have been
made with an average shore-line
of 471 feet. They vary in size
from small farm ponds to 30
acres, and one recently was made

Cones For Soldiers

Piggy-Back Governor

London — AP — "Spare the
rod, spoil the soldier'", the
British Army believes—and parents of .cadets agree. The war
°Mee- siYi—that it asks
-sion of parents of all boys in
military schools to cane their
children "if the occasion should
arise". Seventy-five percent of
the parents approve of the
can ings.
"The old fashioned punishment of caning is better than
such punishments as keeping
the boys in to do extra work",
a war office spokesman explained.

Cheyenne, Wyo. —AP —Gov.
Lester C. Hunt, attending a rodeo, noticed a pretty girl rueAlly eyeing a stretch of muddy
trade -she had to- cross. tie approached her and said a few
words, to which the girl, MarJane Albright, nodded eagerly.
So the governor carried her
piggy-back across the mud.

Yes, Black-Draught may help that
dull, dopey feeling if the only reason you feel that way is because of
constipation. Black-Draught, the
friendly laxative, Is usually prompt
and thorough when taken as directed. It costs only a penny or leas
a dose. That'e why it has been
in Grayson county covering 50 a best-seller with four generations.
If you are troubled vrith such sympacres.
The total area or farm reser- toms as loss of appetite, headache,
upset stomach,flatulence, physical
voirs conetructed by customs fatigue,
sleeplessness, mental hazioperators in Kentucky since ness, bad breath — and If these
1939 covers 18,429 acres, with a symptoms are due only to constishoreline totaling 498 miles, pation — then are what BlackDraught may dG 1dr you, Oct a
Welch said.
Package today.

About 12 percent of the toe,.
000 case's of total blindness in
the United States are due to the
eye disease glaucoma.
The cars, tsucks and buses in.
the United States, about 38,000,000, contain more than one billion gears and other toothed elements.

Good rubies and emeralds of
four carats or more are usually
more valuable than diamonds of
the same size.

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.

S.

Semincry St.
Phone 260

PURCHASE!
Christmas Razs
BUY

FOR

LESS! BUY ON LAY-AWAY!
BUY FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!

Intruodction of new "wonder"
drugs have brought r ec eft
deaths from influenza and pneumonia in the United States to
unprecedented low levels, but
specialists insist that some types
of these diseases are not amenable to the new treatments and
an epidemic rise in deaths at
some future time in not impossible.

Register Shields
Electric Heaters
Heating Pads

Fall is woadefil

More Reservoirs
On Kentucky land

LISTEN TO FORBES FARM NEWS
MONDAY - - - WEDNESDAY - - - FRIDAY
1 1 :50 A. M. - - - WHOP

Sales of condensed and evaporated milk in the United States
each year account for about 3
billion metal cans.
Some gears are as small as
pinheads.

in the shops
... A new set

HARDWARE CO.
o W. Market, Princeton
George Woodruff, Mgr.
Pho. 470
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Colfax
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binomial, is Mail 194 .

on account of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. William Denham
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Denzil
Orton and son, and Mesdames
John Denham and Opal Baker,
Of Denver, Colo., all spent Sunday, Oct. 24, with Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Fritz, Marion.
Miss' Thelma Brandon, Friendship teacher, and Mr. and Mrs.
David Mitchell and son, Gaydon,
attended the banquet at Henrietta Hotel last Thursday night
sponsored by Retail Merchants
Club, honoring the outstanding
4-H Club member in which Miss
Brandon was leader, Gaydon
Mitchell received a reward for
leading in hog raising. Miss
Brandon also received a reward
for her leadership for last four
years.
Mr. anct Mrs. Omer Cotton and
son of Piney Grove, and Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Fletcher and son
were visitors of J. T. White and
family last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams
and children visited Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Mitchell last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Urey Cook visited Mr. and Mrs. Major Prescott
at Golden Pond last Sunday.
Mr. Prescott is an uncle of Mr.
Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. McCargo
attended the revival fl at First
Baptist Church at Princeton last
Friday.

Soft baby chenille with rows of plushy

tufts.

Easy to wash as your own two hands. Great
big pocket, wide swirling, twirling skirt . .
pretty posy design 'round the hem. (A honey
for the money!) Dawn blue, melon, gold, turquoise, tearose. 12-20.
Sizes 40-46, in four shades, at the same price.

ASTHMA

atDon't let coughing. wheezing. recurringand
tacks of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleepwhich
energy without trying MENUACO.
wort. thru the blood to mach brouchiM
quickly
tubes and lung.. Usmily hem nature
alle•istes
remove thick, sticky mucus Thusand
better
coughing and aids freer breathing
sleep. 0.5 MENDA00 from drugitist bathfactioa or money back guaranteeek

COMPLETE YOUR SERVICE IN ANY OF
THESE FAMOUS GORHAM PATTERNS
Now you can add to your silver service place pieces or
Threaded Antique
Versailles
Orders for aim. peter., blared
trate ow store Wore Mereb I.
1949 MA Is RUM begioaMag 5.
Ammar 1949.
Lansdowne

So Softly Quilted! So
Beautifully Printed!
10.90 and 12.75
Fine rayon satin with smooth quilting . . . fully
lined with rayon moire. . ,splashed with pretty
posy bouquets . . . trimmed with box pleats
running 'round the waist and up the front.
(What a gift for "someone special.") Light blue,
tearose, white. 12-20.

serving pieces if your Gorham pattern is one shown here.
Manufacture of these long popular Gorham designs was
necessarily suspended during the war years, and as• result
the demand for "fill-ins" from owners of these patterns
has long been insistent. We are pleased to be able to make
most pieces in these patterns available once more, and urge
that you place your order with our store now.

"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing home
security."

WARM ALL-WOOL
RAYON
10.90

a
lACQUARD
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Homemaker News
Schedule
November 9, 1:30 p.m., Hall,
Mrs. Joe Horning, hostess.
November 10, 1:45 p.m., Lakewood, Mrs. I. J. Harris, hostess.
November 11, 1 p.m., Cedar
Bluff, Mrs. W. It Pool, Hostess.

Wickliffe Bridge
To Be Free Nov. 11

furnishings leaders, 1‘1,,•
Ray and Mrs. Pat Tyrie ga
the lesson.
After the recreation prograt,
the club adjourned to meet witi
Mrs. R. 'I'. Thompson, Novemb,
24 at 1:30.
Members present were: MI
Duna womb% Mrs. J. D. As,Os
Mrs. Etna "McNeely, Mrs. It. 1
Ashur, Mrs. R. T. Thompsod,
Mrs. Luke Ray, Mrs. Annie McChesney, Mrs. John L. Watson,
Mrs. Pat Tyrie, Mrs. Virgil Watson, Miss 011ie Asher and Miss
Fannie Calvert. Visiting were
Mrs. Leonard Hillyard, Mrs.
Wayne Morse, Mrs. Luke Watson and Mis• Wilma Vandiver,
home agent.

Will Be 9th Interstate
Span To Lift Tolls
Since 1941 „

Y, and the U. 5.
I
Administration. It
sdv,,
Is on U. S. 51, 00, and 82.
Kentucky provided $483,429,
which was apialied to grading
and surfacing on the Kentucky
side. The P. W. A. grant amounted to $854,545.
I I

It is not necessary to
flour
roast, but it may be
rubbed wi
a cut Nuys of garlic or
with
little dry mustard for g
flavor.

Soften a small cake of
ere
cheese at room temperature
Lin
Cream with a cup of COW,
tioners sugar; flavor With
Ohio still has more
v
nilla and thin with strong bfat
covered bridges.
from
C
color
)ff:•c.
Use
to
in
frost devil's 1
Rubies range
cake.
rose to deep purple.
_

,pv A,rocIATIO eases)
$1,890,000
Frankfort — T h e
between
River bridge
Ohio
Quinn
will be
Fickliffe
Ill.,
and
Cairo,
Quinn Homemakers met with
opened to free traffic at cereMrs. J. R. Villians October 25 at
monies at Cairo November 11.
1:30 o'clock.
Ray Williams, chairman of the
Miss Alta Towery, president,
Cairo Bri4ge 'Commission, said
presided, while six members
Cairo and its civic organizations
answered roll call. Mrs. Will
are planning to celebrate freeing
Sigler gave the lesson, "Slip
of the toll bridge. It was opened
Covers” and Mrs. Roy Traylor
to traffic November 11, 1838.
had charge of the recreation
It will be the ninth Kentucky
program.
If not, we suggest you get it there as soon ae
interstate toll bridge to be freed
Those present were Mrs. Roy Quinn 4-H Club
How/ Simply by phoning us, or
Possible.
sine 1941. The State-owned
"Mother Nature and the VitaTraylor, Mrs. Will Sigler, Mrs.
dropping In, and arranging for dates to put
'Ohio
Bridge
over
the
Central
4-H
Quinn
the
visited
Marlin Sigler, Mrs. Clyde Cole- mins"
your farm equipment in shape ahead of season.
man, Mrs. J. R. Villians, Miss club Monday afternoon, Oct. 25 SMOG-BOUND—These vehicles were among thous,,I. I .talled in Greater Milwaukee, Wis., between Newport and CincinnaThat way you'll save money and your machine.
Alta Towery, Miss Wilma Vandi- at the regular monthly meeting. during the morning commuters' rush (Nov. 1), when smoke from an extensive peat bog fire ti still collects tolls as do four
other Ohio River • bridges, at
ver, and a visitor, Mrs. D. Sig- Health and useful farm maehin- mixed, with a heavy fog. (AP Wirephoto)
will be ready when needed. Call as today/
Fullerton, Covington, Owenscry was the subject of the pro
ler.
We carry a full line of IH PARTS alai
held at Brown Funeral Home, boro, and Louisville. The OwensThe club will meet with Mrs. gram, which was conducted by ings leaders, Mrs. Clyde Wood
ACCESSORIES.
Tuesday, Nov. 2, at 2:30 o'clock. boro bridge is operated by a
Will Sigler November 22 at 1 the vice-president, Junior Mas- and Mrs. Earl Wood, to members
A daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- bridge ,commission. The other
sey.
o'clock.
of the Cobb Homemakers Club
ward Murphy, Mt. Vernon, Ill., three are privately operated'.
The president, Harley Lowery, Tuesday, Oct. 26, at the home Mrs. Carrie Martin
0:41NTER NATIONAL HARVOTER SERVICE
Funeral services for Mrs. Car- formerly of Princeton, Jannes
-The Cairo Bridge, five miles
called the meeting to order,
Farmersville
of Mrs. John Dunn.
rie Martin, 82, who died sudden- Sue died in Mt. Vernon, Sunday, long, including its approaches,
while 12 members answered roll
Farmersville Homemakers met
Mrs. Percy Piercy called the
ly at her home in Green street Oct. 31, and was brought to was constructed under supervicall. Ella Mae Massey led the
at the home of Mrs. Dema Watmeeting to order by reading II
sion of the Cairo Bridge ComLowery was electsongs.
Bohnide
Tuesday
night following a pa- Caldwell county for burial.
Twelve
son, October 27. The meeting
13:11.
Corinthians
Phone 78
secretary, as the former!
Interment was'in the Cedar mission with financial aid from
ed
new
was called to order by President
answered to roll call ralyiic stroke, will be held this
left for another school. members
Cemetery, the Rev. H. G.
secretary
Hill
Mrs. Virgil Watson. Twelve
and Mrs. Elijah Lamb joined afternoon (Thursday) at Ogden M. 'Haller officiating.
R. A. Mabry, county agent,
members answered to roll call.
Murphy Memorial Church, with the Rev.
achievement day the club. Mrs. Cline
about
Mr. Murphy is the son of Mr.
talked
The devotional, from Gensis,
month, Summers , Brinson officiating.
planned for gave the thnught for the.
program
and Mrs. J. T. Murphy. Mrs.
the
and
A
was read by Mrs. Dema Watson
daughter
of
the
period.
late
Joseph
recreation
and led the
Murphy is the former Frances
the club.
and thought for the month was
Present were: Mesdames Her- and Sally Ann McGowan, Mrs. Hutchinson.
Mabry, five visitors ape:
Mr.
•
Wata poem read by Mrs. Luke
White, Vernon White, Etta Martin was born and reared in
the leaders, Mrs. Crenshaw and man
son.
Taylor, Rudolph Morris, Otis Caldwell County. Her husband
were present.
Hopkins
Mrs.
Theodore B. Campbell
Club members were interested
Clyde Wood, Cline Mur- was the late Oscar Martin.
The next meeting will be No- Smiley,
Theodore Bassett Campbell,
in the major lesson "Planning
Survivors are a daughter, Mrs.
phy, Earl Wood, Percy Piercy,
1:30 o'clock.
at
vember
22
the Slip Cover". This is the first
Rob McCalister, John Dunn, Fred O'Hara, Dixon, Ill., a son, 78, died at his home near Eanon,
of a series of four lessons that
Dallis Rogers. Visitors were: David Martin, Chicago, Ill.; a Caldwell county, Monday, Nov.
will teach all homemakers how Cobb
Mesdames Edgar Oliver, Elijah sister, Miss Annie McGowan, 1. Mr. Campbell was a farmer
The first of four lessons on Lamb, Byron Boaz, Misses Wil- Green street; and a brother, the greater part of his life.
to successfully slip cover all
He was interred in Pleasant
kinds of chairs, and many other the making of "Slip Covers" ma Vandiver and Ann Morris.
George McGowan, McWilliams,
pieces of furniture. The home was given by the home furnishNext ?fleeting will be with Minn. Mrs: Martin was a mem- Hill Cemetery Tuesday, Nov. 2.
Mrs. Rudolph Morris on Nov. 23. ber of Ogden Methodist Church.
Pallbearers will be Harold Mc- John J. Hall
IMAGINE! SANTA HIMSELF WILL WRITE TO YOU THIS CHRISTMAS! He'll answer
Gowan, Ray Martin, George
Eddy Creek Homemakers Martin, Jr., Thomas Bond, Funeral services were held
your letter straight from Santa Claus Land! All you have to do is bring your letter
Wednesday, Nov. 3, at home for
The October meeting of the Claude Wood and Boyd
to our special Santa Claus Letterbox, and put the special Santa Claus Stamp
Satter- John J. Hall, 45, Young St., who
Eddy Creek Homemakers was field.
on it (only 10s). Then, faster than reindeer, a letter addressed to you by Santa
died Monday night. The Rev.
held at the home of Mrs. Chas.
Interment will be in Cedar H. G. M. Hatler officiated.
will come to your home. Make this a Christmas you'll never forget — hurry with
called
Lester. The meeting was
Hill Cemetery.
121 acre tract; nice 5-room dwelling,
your letter to the Santa Claus Letterbox at this store.
to oilder by the president, Mrs.
Frank Burchett. In the new busBenjamin Stanley Orton
plenty water; 'At mi. east of rock quariness, the motion was made and Firmon. Milton Cook
Benjamin Stanley Orton, nine
ry; limestone land.
Funeral services were held at montll, son of Mr. and Mrs.
carried that the club would have
a pay social at the home of home, at 1 o'clock Sunday af- Kenneth Orton, Cerulean, died
Firmon Milton October 20 at the home of his
Mrs. M. P. Brown, Jr., Novem- ternoon, for
Two good farms; everlasting water.
ber 20 at 7 o'clock. The public Cook, 71, who died at his home parents after a few hours illness.
near Wallonia Friday. The Rev.
is invited.
He was interred in Millwood
The lesson on slipcovering was Henry Rowland officiated.
Cemetery October 21.
Interment was
in
House and lot on S. Harrison St.
Adams
given by Mrs. Wylie Brown and
recreation was given by Mrs. Cemetery.
Mr. Cook is survived by his George Edgar Sappington
Floyd Lewis.
Funeral services for George
Present were Mrs. Wylie widow, two sons: Firmon Cook Edgar Sappington, 5,
112-acre tract, 5 miles southwest of
son of Mr.
Brown, Mrs. Vernon Burchett, and Ben Cook, near Wallonia; and Mrs. Harry Sappington,
forPrinceton. Nice 7-room house, one
Home Owned
Home Operated
Mrs. Frank Burchett, Mrs. M. P. five daughters: Miss Nellie Eliz- merly of Caldwell County,
were
abeth
Cook,
Wallonia,
Mrs.
MorLewis,
good stock barn, two ever-lasting
Mts.
Floyd
Jr.,
Brown,
By
held
at
Dunn
Memorial
Chapel,
Mrs. Chas. Lester, Mrs. D. W. ris Adams, Route 1, Cobb, Mrs. Tecumcari, N. M., Sunday afterponds, nice shady yard, all good outSatterfield, Mrs. Jimmie Jones Nannie Bell McCormick, Route noon, Oct. 24.
side fences, limestone soil, on gravel
1, Cobb, Mrs. Dalie Parker,
and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
W. Main St.
Princeton
The next meeting will be held Route 2, Princeton and Mrs.
road.
Turley
Noland
of
Madison
November 30 at the home of Ruth Pool, Cadiz.
county has an 18-acre alfalfa
Mrs. Vernon Burchett.
field four years old which this

Deaths-Funerals

FOR SALE!
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SEE US FOR ALL
CHRISTMAS TOYS

JOE P. WILCOX

Jannes Sue Murphy
year made an average of more
Roll out a rich baking powder
Funeral services for Jannes than three tons of hay to the
biscuit dough and brush with Sue Murphy, nearly two, were pore.
melted butter or margarine; cut
out rounds, then fold each round
in half so as to form Parker
House roll shapes and bake in
a hot oven.

SEE OR CALL

C. A. WOODALL

Vary a sugar cooky recipe by
using brown, instead of white,
sugar and sprinkle the tops of
the cookies, before baking, with
finely ground nutmeats.

Insurance and Real Estate
Main St.

Phone 54

Now — Care for those
You Love with this

EN'S
IL WOOL GA
SHARKSKIN
ALL ONE LO

beautiful Gift!

„si•

Styled
by

Rugby
Perhaps you've noticed these clever
Corduroy Leisure Coats about Town
and wondered, where they came from.
Right from

us and

when we

say

"right" we mean right in style and
quality

because they

are

38.

• And, what a wonderful gift to
someone who loves you! This
beautiful SIMMONS blanket
brings the grandest sleeping comfort you've ever known—and even
more important, its relaxing
warmth guards aqainst dangerous
winter colds four vital ways.

n'sUni
Heavy
1.1

Just set the temperature you want.
The Electronic Control then keeps
you warm as toast—all night long
—under one wool blanket. Underwriters approved. Certified washable. Five lovely
\ pastel shades.

Winte
36 to

RUGBY

MEN'

NNEL

styled and tailored.

Here are the Humming Bird Nylons you
sew walking across the pages of your
favorite magazines. So sheer and lovely they
look like pure luxury, with never a hint
of the many, many days' hard wear in
every pair! With good reason they're
"America's Most Called-For
Stockings!"

Just arrived—large shipment of Style-

tart Iron-Tone Worsted and other pop
STYI1E.MART
uiar fabrics for FA and Winter. Plenty of patterns . • all sizes

each suit

with that famous Style-Mart extra —
NECK ONE Tailoring for better style,

COLORF
141/2 thr

1.9
1.1

BOYS'6

$1.95

fit and comfort.

WOOD BROS.
DAD 'N LAD STORE

MORG N'S
Princeton Furniture 8, Undertaking Co.
"42 Years Of Dependable Service"
PHONE 32 - NIGHT ,18

d Count
81 x9

2.1
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Stork Shower

Woime#ili

Page Five

Al The Churches

Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn and Pe
44001414
Mrs. Allen Riley were joint
Mr. Jack 'Williams will leave ()GDEN mmioinsT
hostesses at a stork shower
If your youngsters insist on
at this week -end for Portland, Ore.,
Beginning Monday, Nov. 8,
Dorothy Ann Davis
the home of Mrs. Blackburn, after a visit to his parents, Mr.
studying at the dining room
women
of
and
Ogden
Mrs.
Memori
J.
S.
al
Willia
ms, N. SemPhone 50
Thursday night, in honor of Mrs. inary
table, be sure a study lamp is
street, Mrs. Williams and Church will sponser a
neighborter, which was inure
Charles Querterrnous.
son, Jackie, who have been reWoods
moved to the table to protect
hood cottage prayer, meeting.
than 100
siding
in
Owensb
oro, while Mr.
Beta Sigmstfh.L.04.1uus , ,Pressn.t
young eyes.
hits...._Charlas 1.14114arets hec-been
Itigh.,...now Y_e..!!!_lt. SIX.— —..._
ayeb
- — --employed 1n .21.s......Ctirietian—wornanhoott of
Quertermous, Mrs. Euclid Quer- Georgia, will join him there Princeton, regardless of church
Present at the dinner
Seaso
n
With
Lunch
eon
were
More than half the farm famiaffiliation, is invited to join
}Seta Sigma P hi Sorority 'termous, Mrs. Russell Melton, soon.
,tch the evaneSC110t light Mr. and Mrs. James Creek
• • •
mur; opened its fall
lies of the U. S. now are using
Mrs.
these
James
inform
al
Tabor,
prayer
through
ertreddled Mr. and Mrs.
Sr.,
season Saturday,
group
Mrs.
Mrs. Ernestine
Morris Seymore; Oct. 30,
freezing locker space for prewith a luncheon at the James Tabor, Jr., Mrs, Walton ted friends and Jennings visi- It is also announced that the
Mr. ana Mrs. Paul
relatives here M.Y.F.
serving their home food supWoodal
l,
home
Mrs.
meets
of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
White; Mr.
Matt Freeman, Tuesday, enroute to her home
every Sunday
dark globules of deIn
plies, estimates the Department
and Mrs. W. L.
Mrs. Gene Rogers, Mrs. J. J. Louisville after a two
Seymore and son, Eddyville Road.
weeks' night at 6 o'clock. Last Sunday
of Agersulture.
Robert; Mr. and
After a lapse of the summer Rogers, Mis. Jim 'Blackburn, vacation to New York City, night Miss Barbara Nall conMrs. W. P.
Washington, D. C., and ather ducted an
interesting discussion
fled late summer's Creekmur; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. months, the club. will resume its Mrs. Essie.Rucker, Mrs. Ambie points in the East.
About 60 farm reservoirs have
Roberts and son,
Fuller, Mrs. Ruth Dunning,
on thg subject, 'Popularity".
study
• • •
in
the
George
Leroy; Mrs.
Coon Libeen completed in Bullitt county
Martha Chandler and
Mrs.
Barbar
A.
a
Jones
J.
brary
Eldrid
will
ge,
be
Saturd
Mrs.
the
ay,
Ray
leadMrs. Mattie Lisanbee has reNov. 6.
daughter,
he clutch of ° thorns
to provide water for livestock.
Mary; Miss Jean Seymo
turned to her home In Clarks- er for next Sunday night. All
Members present were: Mrs. Blackburn.
re of
ville,
young
Tenn.,
Mrs.
people
recentl
Evansv
J.
Sam
D.
ille,
y
are
Bugg,
spent
cordially in
Steger, Miss Mary Ann
Ind.; Mrs. Lois Davis
sevMrs. AubSaturday, Evangelistic service
Impeding boughs aside
Mrs. C. N. Rollins and vited.
and daughter,
Cartwright, Miss Wanda Wad- rey Litchfield, Mrs. Malcom sister,
7:00 p.m.
Bonnie;
Mrs. Flint
ld entangle or delay.
Mrs.
Trotter
,
Dawso
n
Blackb
Margie Clift; Mrs.
urn, Mrs. Veldin Yandell, Road.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Mertie Mar- Wigton, Mrs. Harold Rowland
FIRST CHRISTIAN
• • •
tin; Mrs. Effie White;
Mrs. William McElroy. Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs. Ruble
7:30 Evening Worship.
Mr. and and
pick a blackberry,
Consecration Sunday will be
Akridge, Mrs. E. T. Lobb, Mrs.
Mrs. Floyd Creekmur;
Mr. Ed Lisanbee and grandMorning Worship, 11 am.
Mr. and guests from llopkinsville 64t. wind in pines above,
Mrs. Troy Creekmur
eluded Mrs. L. C. Piercy, Mrs. Henry Phelps, Mrs. Madge Riley, daughter, Joyce Poole, of Clarks- celebrated Sunday at a combinand sons,
:le swarthy mellow
ville,
Tenn., recently sepnt sev- ed morning service of the
Mrs. Jessie 'Beck
Jimmy and Kenney; Mr.
Grant Thomas and Miss Pat Mrs. Allen Riley and Mrs. LawBARBEE MEMORIAL
eral days with relatives here. Church
Melvin
ess
rence Blackburn.
School and the congre- formerly of Davenport, Is., CUMBERLAND PRESB
Lauren.
Chandler; Mr. cryde
• • •
YTERIAN
Chandler
/ a world wide-framed
gation. One hundred percent of and Waukegan, Ill., was found
Among those sending gifts
and Mr. Arvel Goodak
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., ft
Miss Arnold Owen, Newnan,
er.
residen
dead
t
were
membe
with
rs
Mrs.
of the Church
George Reading, C. Ethridge, Supt.
S. S. Class Meeting
Raymond
Moore, Ga., visited Miss Dorothy Ann
E. Y.
The Pheobians and Faithful Mrs. Tosh, Mrs. Lexie Tosh, Mrs. Davis here Tuesday, enroute and Church School in atten- about 40, of Detroit, Mich.,
Midweek Worship, WednesKilgore - Ladd
to
Poplar
Bluff,
dance
in
an
Mo.
for this great service is
overflowing bathtub of day, 7 p.m.
Workers Sunday School classes Nora Neal, Mrs. Sam Howerton,
• • •
The marriage of Miss
one
of the goals of the day. a near North side hotel in
Anna of White Sulphur Baptist Church Mrs. W. M. Young, Misses CarAnd Sister Married Kilgore
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
Miss Annie Lee Stone remains Thirty minute
and Mr. Donald Ladd met
s of special mu- Chicago. Mrs. Beck, who was p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Frank rie and Debbie Butts, Mrs. Dave very ill at the home
le Ceremony
took
of
Mr.
and
place
in Hopkinsville Young Tuesda
sic will open the services. The to have been divorced the
y night, Oct. 26, Perkins, Mrs. Attie Bugg, Mrs. Mrs. N. T. Morse, in Fulton.
ble wedding ceremony Monday, Nov. 1, at
• • •
Ordinance of the Lord's Sup- next day, and Reading were FIRST BAPTIST
the First Bap- at 7:30 o'clock. The
Arlie Vinson, Mrs. Byrd M.
devotional,
ormed Saturday after- tist Church, with
per will be observed after the to have been married immedthe Rev. Pey- conducted by Mrs.
Cheste
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Charlie Mc- Guess, Mrs. Ed Harmon, Mrs. Harper r Harper and Ronald
30, at 2 o'clock, by the ton Thurman officia
, Detroit, Mich., were cal- sermon and commitment of iately after the divorce. (AP
ting in the Carthy included: song,
Jim Ray, Mrs. Noble Paris, Mrs.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
"What A
• Woodall at his home single ring
led here last weekend on account pledges to the
Photo)
ceremony.
support of the
Adrain Faught.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
Friend"; prayer, Mrs. Marsha
of the serious illness of their
Jefferson street, when
ll
The bride is a daughter
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
of Rogers; song, "Lily of the Valmother, Mrs. Albert Harper, budget for the remainiing eight
Sunda
Nichols, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
y
School
9:43
a.m.
L. G. Kilgore, and ley"; scripture
Good Spring community. They months of the church year.
reading
Morning Worship 11:00 cm. LEBA
24th Pipers Club
rs. Frank Nichols, be- is a graduate of
were accompanied by Mrs.
Visitors are welcome to atNON BAPTIST
Butler High chapter of Matthew, by
The Pipers Club of Ogden Me- Ronald Harper and
Young People's Service 6:00
Mrs.
ride of Mr. James School, Class of
son, Calton tend and share in the service
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
1947. She wore McCarthy; prayer, Mrs.
James morial Methodist Church met Lee.
of Mr: and Mrs. a blue wool suit
in any way they feel led. The
Services held every second
with matching Son; and song, "Since
• • •
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m Saturd
Jesus Monday night, Nov. 1, in the lad.smur, and
Miss accessories, and a corsag
CYF and evening worship will
ay night at 7:30 o'clock
e of tame Into My Heart".
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wednes
George
les'
parlor,
day
D.
with
Hill,
an
attendance
..:our, daughter of red rosebuds.
evening
prayer end Sunday morning at 11
Hopkinsville stree t, returned be held at six and seven o'clock service
Fifteen members answered the of 27. Mrs. Millard Cummi
7:00
p.m.
ns, home
W. P. Creekmur,
The bridegroom is a son
o'clock.
consecutively.
of roll call with Bible verses. These president, announced progress of vacatioSunday after a six weeks'
ide of Mr. Morris Mr. and Mrs.
n. They visited their
Tilford Ladd, classes have recently been
com- sales of articles the club were Mr. Gaus and their little daugh- FIRST CHRIS
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sandlick Road.
TIAN
Ile spent 18 bined, resulting in a
larger sponsoring. Plans were also made ter at Hyde Park, N. Y. Enroute
more.
months in the U. S. Army, a
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
member
ship.
year
for future activities and for the home, they visited in Norfolk,
ides wore gray with of which was spent
November 7 is to be ConseVa., Ashville, N. C., and the
in Korea.
Bible drill was conducted by annual Christmas party.
sories and their corSmoky Mountains.
cration Sunday at this church.
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Dorothy Cash.
During
.
•
•
•
the
social
hour,
sevof red and pink Clinton
One hundred percent of the acPerry, brother-in-law
Refreshments were served to eral contests were conducted
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Kortrecht
tive enrolment in attendance at
and sister of the bridegroom. Mesdames
and
Mrs.
Marsha
James
ll
Son,
P.
and
Mrs.
Eldred
Hillery Barnett was
William
,
the ceremony, the Mrs. Perry wore
Louisville, spent Tuesday here the morning hour is the goal.
a suit of navy Rogers, Robert Fralick, Charli adjudged
the
best "cut-up", with Mr. and
e
t to the home of Mr. blue, and a should
Mrs. Dique Eldred. The church school and morner corsage of McCarthy, Marshall Ro ger s, with her scissors act.
• • •
W. P. Creekmur, pink rosebuds.
ing worship will be a combined
Haydon Board, Frank Young,
Refreshments were served by
Mr.
and
edding dinner was
Mrs.
W. C. Sparks service, beginning at 10 o'clock.
The couple will be at home in Percy Dalton, Roy
the
hostess
attend
Franci
es,
Mrs.
s,
ed
Leona
Jr..
the
Trader
Michig
an-Illi
nois
t of the course was Greenville, where
All persons arriving before
Mr. Ladd is Edward Young and Misses Pau- and Misses Busch Cummins and football game at Ann Arbor,
ciii meat •the opening hour will be preMich., Saturday.
•
line Paris, Dorothy Cash and Audie Green.
• • •
sented a white lapel cross. All
Mary Elizabeth Spangler. Mrs.
Mr. Rumsey Taylor officiated teachers and class officer
s are
Bernard Hobby and Miss Marin
the Missippi-State-Mulane to comple
te plans this Sunday
yaret Ann Hopper were visitors. Hallowe'en Party
The Methodist Youth Fellow- football game in New Orleans for the coming victorious event.
The next meeting will be held
Saturday.
A cordial invitation is extend• • •
at the home of Mrs. Marshall ship of Ogden Memorial Church
REGULAR MEETING
entertained with a Hallowe'en
Miss Nancy Taylor spent last ed to all those without a church
Rogers Tuesday night, Nov. 20.
ANTIQUES, PATTERN GLASS AND CUT GLAS
party in the recreation parlor of week-end in Louisville with
Mr. home to come and worship with
S
the church Saturday night, Oct. and Mrs. Don Chatham. Mrs. US.
Woman's Club'
30. Appropriate decorations cre- Chatham is the former Betty
A
cordial
invitation is extendThe Princeton Woman's Club
Lindle.
•
ed to all those without a church
• • •
will hold its regular meeting ated a perfect setting for the occasion.
Games
and refreshments
7 O'Clock - Lodge Room
Mrs. Yola Carloss, Hopkins- home to come and worship
Friday, Nov. 5, at 7:30 o'clock,
You
will find a rare collection here
provided entertainment, under ville, spent last week-e
at the George Coon Library, it
nd with wih us.
All Brothers Plan To Attend
the direction of Miss Connie her si3ter, Mrs. R. A. McConnell,
was announced Tuesday by Mrs.
and Mr. McConnell, Eddyville CENTRAL PRESB
Brasher and her committee.
YTERIAN
Hillery Barnett, Sec' .
Harold
Jones. Members are
Road.
David W. Schulherr, minister
• • •
urged to attend.
9:45 Sunday School
Mr. Aubrey Childress, LouisFredonia WMS
The missionary society of the ville, spent several days this 10:45 Morning Worship
week with his
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
First Presbyterian church met W. Childress,S mother, Mrs. W.
Ealleestreet.
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
with Mrs. J. B. Sory arid Miss
Phone 882-J
Dora Young for the annual allMr. and Mrs. G. W. McConnell,
day praise meeting Wednesday. Louisville, are visiting his par- PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
(Located at 510 Franklin St.)
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Mrs. Alice Leeper gave the de- ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell, Eddyville Road.
Willia
m
E.
Cunnin
gham,
pastor
votional. Mrs. R. A. Hodges, of
Princeton, gave a very interesting talk on her Missionary work.
Dinner was served at the noon
LIMITEDS
hour
Present were Mrs. B. A. Hodff. of.o.kind Origiock
ges, Mrs. Jake Crider, Mrs.
Adverti
sed in
James Greenfield, of Princeton,
Mrs. James Landes, Miss Nelle
Guess, Mrs. Grace Loyd, Mrs.
Byrd M. Guess, Miss Dorothy
Parr, Miss Imogene Wigginton,
Mrs. Sam Howerton, Mrs. Robert Williams, Mrs. Alice Leeper,
Mrs. W. B. Conway, Mrs. Kelly
WOOL GABARDDINE
Landes, Miss Ada Leeper, Mrs.
8 oz. Sanforized
Cecil Brasher, Mrs. W. M.
ARKSKIN WORSTEDS
32 to 48
Young, Mrs. J. E. Hillyard, Mrs.
LL ONE LOW PRICE
J. B. Sory and Miss Dora Young.

Household Hints

I

SPECIAL!

'11 answer
your letter
out Stomp
by Santa
hurry with

Lamps
From$7.50 up

B. P. 0. ELKS

•

TONIGHT

•

LITTLEPAGE'S HOBBY HOUSE

t Pays To Shop
derated Before
You Buy EN'S SUITS

Men's Overalls

38.50
n's I vercoats

2.59

WOOL GABARDINE
Tan Color Only

34.75
,s Union uits
(ivy

BOYS' 2 TO 16

1.98
MILFORD SHEETS
120 Thread Count
81 x99 in. Irregulars
Of $2.98 Quality

Winter Weight
36 to 46

1.98
1.79
MEN'S
Nit SHIRTS Turkish Towels
COLORFUL PLAIDS
14/
1 2 thru 17

1.98
1.79
IDS E
BOYS'6 TO

18

d Count to Square Inch
81 x 99 in.

2.19

HEAVY 41
/
2 LB. WEIGHT
Reg. .99c Towels

37c
Solid Color Print

11.

VAT DYED PASTEL AND DARK COLORS
Wis. $3.60

3 c yd.

Mary Muffet

Mademoiselle

Kindergarten Group Has
Hallowe'en Party
Mrs. Louis Litchfield entertained members of her kindergarten class with a Hallowe'en
party at her home on Washington street Friday afternoon,
Oct. 29.
Members present were Marilyn Adams, Hoy Blackburn,
Betty Litchfield, Jimmy Lewis
Williams, Sharon Cameron, Jimmy Jenkins, Beverly Dunn. Larry Martin, Johnny datlett and
Barry Tracey.
Invited guests were Peggy
Holoweil, Nancy Murray, Sam
Joiner Steger, Billy Gmahari
and Marsha Bryant.
A display of the handiwork
recently made by Mrs. Litchfield's group is now on display
in one of' the K. U. windows.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Gofcrth, Irving, Tenn., left Moonay after a week's visit with
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Adams, 200
Franklin St.
1
Spareribs are delicious cook'
ed with canned tomatoes. Sea.
son with onion, brown sugar,
ground cloves and salt and
pepper.

Get this new,
faster pain relief

Bufferin

Left to Right•
Crepe

$17.95
Tissue Faille $25.00
Tissue Faille $22.95
Trim young sophisticates, these...all sparkling with newness
and neatness for holiday fun. They'll take you places and
bring you back ... always at your very smartest, calmly
assured that you'll be in the MOST attentive company.
Mary Muffets are exclusively ours, of course.
•

Acts twice
as fast as
aspirin!
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 611

7:4

Thursdo , November
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Homemakers Study
House Furnishings
By Frank Eck

(AP Newsfeatures Sports Iditor)
New York—Baseball's annual
fall housecleaning is in full
swing. It's always interesting to
see changes made in major
league player personnel but
when some of the game's outstanding stars pass over the hill
it's a bit hard to take.
Since the season closed a number of former standouts have
been given their release as players. Among those who have passed from the scene one player
stands out. He is Terry Moore,
one of the greatest center fielders in National League history.
Moore will be a coach with the
St. Louis Cardinals next season.
It seems like only yesterday
that he was making glittering
catches in a World Series against
the Yankees. In the 1942 Series
he made 15 putouts, many of
them sensational grabs. In the
19443 classic with the Red Sox

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
.4.C.ENT5. FOR

he had 17 putou,
But the last two years Terry's
36-year-old legs lost their spryness. He hit only .227 this year
against a lifetime average of
.283. Moore realized he was at
the end of the trail when he misjudged a fly ball In Brooklyn.
It was his second such offense
in 1,300 League games. The
game loses a great competitor
in Moore.
Among other veterans who
have been relea.ed as players
are George McQuinn by the
Yankees, Rudy York by the
Athletics, Manager Bucky Walters by the Reds, Babe Young
by the Cards and Arky Vaughn
by Brooklyn.
McQuinn, an 11-year veteran
in the American League, hit only
.248 this year. He batted .304 in
1947 but when he reached his
37th year he just didn't have it.
In the 1944 all-St. Louis World
Series he hit .438 for the Browns.
York, who sent from Detroit
to the Bosox, to White Sox to
Athletics within the last three
years, is another former World
Series star. The big Indian slugger from Alabamallit 280 homers. As a first baseman in the
'46 Series against the Cards
York accounted for two of the

Hospitality on
the Way Home

DID NOTHING WRONG, SHE SAYS—Lenore Shanhouse, 19,
(above), who was found in Montreal after disappearing from the
campus of Smith College at Northhampton, Mass., relaxes aboard
an airliner which stopped at Syracuse, N. Y., (Oct. 28) enroute
from Montreal to Washington, D. C. Miss Shanhouse blamed a
talkative telephone operator for reports that she had been kidnaped. "I didn't do anything wrong," she said. Her mother,
Mrs. Ida Shanhouse of Bay Ridge, Md., was to meet the girl in
Washington.(AP Wirephoto)
three Red Sox victories in a losing cause. He won the opening
game with a 10th inning home
run to beat Howie Pollet, 3-2.
He also won the third game
when he homered with two on
in the first inning to beat Murry Dickson, 4-0.
In York's greatest year — 1940
— he hit 33 homers, batted .318
and drove in 134 runs for the
Tigers. Some team may yet use
his big bat even though Rudy
is past his peak at 35.
Walters, one of the most popular players to ever wear a Cincinnati uniform, has called it
quits as a pitcher. Bucky, of
courso, may change his mind.
He needed only two wins at the
start of the season to crash the
elite 200 circle. He failed in his
few starts this year.
The former third baseman, a
three-time 20-game winner with
the Reds, reached his peak with
a pair of victories over the Tigers in the 1940 Series. After a
great season in 1944 when he

Insurance
You can't get it by wire
After your home's on fire.
Get It Here
.Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

24-Bottle Case
VP° plus deposit-at your dealer
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
PEOPKINSVILLE

Mi.11%.1•1111.0000000 miming!!000000 moo00000

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
01945.1),. Coca-Colo Compony

C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 54
— 117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.
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ALWAYS FOR A BETTER
BUY, TRY ...

PASTEURIZED

GRADE A
HOMOGENIZED

MILK

Farm Pays For
Itself Since '32
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Dead Stock
WANTED

.• us mt ed in 441 ri
gratefuthe PrinceAssociaii
to' the intftiey showthe urlPunt at the
er meetlalf tored by
last ThUfsnight in
:fl•
of the Couil chamciT

The Kentucky Renderin9 Works wi
up your dead stock promptly, free of
and on sanitary trucks which are disin

SW'

daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs.
We pay all phone charges.
V
V'

Kentucky Rendering Works
Princeton

Phone 898

Burley Growers
Attention

For Your Convenience we are continuing our
policy of registering Burley tobacco Monday,
Nov. 15. Register your Burley with us, so you
will be sure it will be unloaded the day it is
brought to market.

HANCOCK-COOPER-HARTON
BURLEY FLOOR

-Yost
wd to

NOR a

GRATWARM
CORO
HILDREN
CROALETE
G
PORTIA wool, Jocso:,,°,„ogridm,
E cobry
eiep ellentl Sizes

FIRE B ,0,.. $498
FIRE BA
CorduWEA irliklandsome, rug-

Brown
CAULKO""lei
Sizes 8.16.

CAULKI1:,0
DOOR I

$439

is' Poplin Snow.
Water Re pellent,
44esistant1
matching
Sr pink,
Sizes 1-4 Big

No. 17.'illY

$795

Phone 944-i

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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WITH THIS BRAND-NEW POWER

U. S. scientists estimate that
at least one-third of the fertile
U. S. top soil in the nation has
been washed away and lost
to
white men came
since
America.

No acid is ever used in preparing FOUR-LEAF Powdered
Rock Phosphate. Phosphorusrich deposits are washed clear
of low-grade material—heattreated--and then mechanically ground to a fine powder.
This gives you a natural phosphate that won't burn or leach
out. FOUR-LEAF continues to
he used by growing plants.
ONE application benefits crops
for years. Let us have your order today!
Write to ....
Theelemon Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chleage 5, irk

All this included
All New
NEW Cylinder Block
NEW Crankshaft and Rear,rigs
Connecting Rods
NEW Pistons, Pins and Rings

NEW

NEW Push Rods and Tappets
NEW Oil Pump

NEW

Oil Screens
NEW Oil Pan
NEW Therrnostat and f

NEW Carburetor
NEW Air Clean•r

won 23 and lost only 8 he hurt
his pitching ern) in a 2-0 shutout against the Cardinals and his
service was limited.
Another grand competitor who
has called finis to his pitching
career is Fritz Ostermueller. At
41 he won eight games for the
Pirates to run his lifetime total
to 114 against 115 setbacks. However, Manager Bill Meyer of
the Pirates thinks Fritz will be
back. "He loves the game too
much to retire," says Meyer.
Other stars who passed out of
the picture before the season
ended were Joe Medwick, Bobo
Newsom and Bill Lee. For some
of these fellows there may be a
place in baseball but as far as
playing the game goes their
hitting or pitching deeds will
long be remembered.

It is richer, sweeter, better

Phone 161

he had been living with his father and grandmother. At the
Agent
suggestion of County
John H. Ewing, Jr., he arranged to take the place over aria
Ii now setting about to improve

LAUGH AT WINTER

PHOSPHATE

PRINCETON CREAMERY

For an outlay of $7.49, Arthur
Keith of.,\Viborg, McCreary county, harvested and sold 70 bushels
of fine apples after a worthless
crop a year ago, he told George
D. Corder, county agent.. Mr.
Wiborg paid $1.49 for an army
surplus spray last spring and $6
for spray material. He spent
nine hours spraying his apple
trees three times.

Mrs. Ada G. Carter, home
demonstration agent, recounts
some of the accomplishments of
homemakers in Marion county
as a result of a year's study of
home furnishings in homemakers clubs.
Following a lesson (In color
harmony, pattern and color To Stay By Farm
After his county agent helped
were improved in 289 rooms.
a long-time proOne hundred and seventy-one him work out
Vaughn, a young
floors were refinished and 84 gram, Howard
farmer, decided to
new ones furnished after Is stu- Green county
home farm where
the
on
remain
dy of floor treatment. Wall
finishes were changed in 302
rooms and woodwork was redone in 225 rooms. Two hundred
and twenty-six pairs of glass
curtains and 87 pairs of draperies were made according to
approved methods. The length of
109 pairs of draperies and curtains was changed.
One of the most popular discussions was that of picture seiledtion, framing and hanging.
As a result, 109 were reframed,
124 new pictures were hung, 64
were reconditioned and 122 removed..
Mrs. Elmer Dalton, county
home furnishings leader, put the
information to good use, said
Mrs. Carter, when she had floors
sanded arid refinished and woodwork painted white. Then she
wallpaper, draperies
selected
and slipcovers according to color principles learned in her
club work.

When 350 farmers and other
persons attended a recent meeting at A. C. Glasscock's place
in Marion county they saw a
293-acre farm which had been Male Tax vs. Poll Tax
Louisville, Colo. — AP — Almade to pay for itself since 1932.
though Colorado has no poll tax,
Mr. Glasscock began farming
male citizens in Louisville, a
with 62 acres, for which he bornorthern Colorado town of 2,700,
rowed the entire purchase price
have to pony up to $3 tax every
of $5,000. He concentrated his
year. Either that or do four
efforts on eight milk cows, 20
hours' work for the city at 75
four
and
hens
200
ewes, 15 hogs,
cents an hour.
to six acres of tobacco, accordThe tax has been in effect
ing to Marion County Agent G.
since 1882 and catches every
H. Karnes' review of his operamale between 21 and 60 except
tions.
war veterans and city firemen.
Eighty acres were added in
"It's very handy when it comes
on
raised
were
1942. Beef cattle
time to clean out the curbs and
the cow-and-calf plan, sheep ingutters in the spring", said
creased to 60 ewes, hogs to 30
John A. Dionigini, city clerk
to 40 head and chickens to 300
and recorder. "Of course, some
to 400 hens.
people mistake it for a regular
In 1945, 151 acres were added,
poll tax and think it applies to
making the farm 293 acres. The
voting." But it doesn't. If you're
beef herd was increased to 25
a Louisville male, you pay it
cows, with 20 steers or heifers
whether you want to vote or
fed out each year. Also, 200 hogs
not.
and, 150 lambs were fattened.
About 400 hens were kept.
Mr. Karnes notes how the
original 62 acres and each added
tract of land were limed and
phosphated. Tobacco yields moved up from 887 pounds an acre
in 1933 to 2,182 pounds last year,
and corn yield's from 45 to 50
bushels to 100 bushels.
The visitors saw 5,000 pounds
of primed tobacco, good pastures
and big corn. They also saw how
the land had been terraced.
They saw a flock of chickens
raised on clean ground. Other
things they saw: A modern
home, with running water, upto-date kitchen, electric water
heater, refrigerator and deep
freeze; a good orchard, a productive garden, and two ponds
for stock water and fishing.

A NON-ACID

tasting, and contains the
vitamins necessary to
good health.

Produces Good Apples

or 28, 1248
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NEW Manifolds
NEW Water Pump

NEW

Camshaft
NEW Timing Chain and

NEW Cylind•r Hud
NEW Valves ant
NEW Rooker A
NEW Flywheel
NEW Flywh•
NEW Clutch
NEW Balancer

e,

NEW Fuel Pump

NEW Distributor
NEW Spark Plugs
NEW Spark Plug Wires
53
• -,

time when an old engine really
bogs down —when weak sparks fail to
fire a chatge of gas—when worn rings and compression leaks get in their dirty work.
INTER'S the

W

But we've got the answer, right here waiting
for you. We've got a brand-new Buick Fireball
engine that will fit right in your prewar car—
any Buick built since 1937.
In 12 to 15 hours—at a cost only slightly
above a thorough overhaul—we can take the
weary engine out of your Buick and put in a
brand-new power plant.

These engines are built on the same a
line as the engines in 1948 Buicks. The
you all the 1948 engine features. The
new—new pistons, rings, pins. N
and carburetor. New spark plugs,
Everything listed in the.panel s
in this "power package."
Best of all, there's no waiting. En
the factory is running ahead of ca
—so your 1948 Fireball engine is
you right now.

Side You'll go so
one-piece dr
peplum start
whoosh to e
fabric design
Rayon crepe

$14.95
other Carole

Steal a march on winter today. Come in
get all the facts—including our easy-pay ferny,

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
DAWSON ROAD

PRINCETON, KY.
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Pions, their parents and
leaders.,
Each boy, girl and
leader
honored at the meeting
and receiving awards horn
association was deserving of
the recognition for having done
a- good
job with their project
work and
the effort put forth in
keeping
records of the projects they
carried last year.
I am sure each parent of
these
county winners and leaders
who
worked with them throughout
the year felt that their
time was
well spent -after attending
the
meeting.
Because of the record corn
yield this year and the
present

Garden Debris
'Made Into Humus
By John S. Gardner
,The vegetables now are killed,
cxcept possibly Chinese cabbage;
cabbage, greens and turnips,
which ultimately the forst or a
freeze will destroy, except that
it is hoped that the cabbage
and turnips wilt have been
stored.
Two vegetables improved by
freezing in the garden are parsnips and salsify, and to a lesser
extent, carrots.
Except
for
these, before long the garden
will be completely bare, other
than for the graveyard of skeletons of vines and stalks, a depressing sight.
Rather than look at that sort
of thing all winter, the garden
should be cleared off and the
old stalks and vines piled together to rot down into humus,
enough at least to spread over
the flower garden or for making potting soil for house plants.
Left in the garden all winter,
this material will have to be removed before plowing or spading can be done, to be burned
to get out of the way, which
means material which is really
valuable and scarce will be destroyed.
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CAtiurable! Brown
Alei. Sizes 8-16.

$439

Poplin SnowWater Repellent,
resistant! Lined.
r pink, matching
Sizes 1-4. Big
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$795
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suiRTJACKET
FOR MEN
All Wool locket
woteP
repellent, warm! Square cut
bottom, wear in or out. Bold
plaids. Get one to Match for
"her" tool Sizes 34-46. Sensational value
al
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AWAKENS FROM 47-DAY COMA—Unconscious for 47 days after being injured in an auto accident, Velma Ruth Grigg (above),
16-year-old high school student, has emerged from her coma, in
Danta Maria, Calif., and is looking forward to "starting school."
Her parents have not yet told her how long she was unconscious.
She sustained a basal skull fracture when the auto in which she
was riding plunged off a highway and overturned. (AP Wirephoto)
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Sport Books Make
Good Fireside Reading

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-ViTeek Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 22, 1906. Mrs. Dr. J. A. ed at their home on North JetAkin left Sunday to be present ferson street, quite a number of
at the graduation of her daugh- their little friends, the hours
ter, Miss Melville Akin, a pupil being from four to six. Innocent
of the Russellville Female Col- games of various kinds were
lege. The graduating exercises freely indulged in, and delicious
took place this morning and as refreshments were served. It
soon as other exercises of the was a happy occasion and will
college are over Mrs. Akin and long be remembered by the folMiss Melville will return home. lowing little folk: Helen Coleman, Frances Eldred, Ellouise
May 22, 1906. The graduating Arnold, Clara Mai Smith, Anna
exercises of the City High Belle Davis, Sadie May Sti emSchool will take place at the ler, Mildred Fairchild, Mary
Christian Church Friday night, Gresham, Katharine and Lucile
May 25, The class is composed Pickering, Grace Pepper, Anof the following young ladies nie Laurie Cash, Lucy Howard,
Bernie Sims, Mary Eliza Dudley
and gentlemen, Misses Mary
Mortimer Coleman, Mary Pear- and Marjorie Kevil.
son McChesney and Marian Jean
July 13, 1906. Last Friday
McGregor; Messrs. George Walevening the handsome Smith
ter Towery, Sam K. Koltinsky,
pome on North Jefferson street
Rawles
Moore, Jesse Guyer
was a scene of much beauty and
Stevens and Marcis S. Goldenjoyment, the occasion being a
namer.
lawn party in honor of Miss Salena Smith's pretty and popular
June 12, 1906. Miss Mary
visitor, Miss Madge Taylor, of
Powell has returned from RoaLouisville.
noke, Va., where she had been
The following named persons
attending school the past ten
were present: Misses Madge Taymonths. Miss Mary is one of
lor, Bertie Dollar, Lena Dollar,
Princeton's prettiest and accomLora Wolff, Arnie Wolff, Rose
plished young ladles and her
many friends and admirers are
glad to see her at home again.
July 13, 1906. Friday afternoon of last week, Mable Ruth
and Rowena Coates, entertaincorn prices farmers who have
raised more than they will need
for their own use should investigate the possibility of taking advantage of the government support price on this commodity
through either the loan or purchase agreement plan. This program is administered through
the local Agricultural Conservation Office.

Lowenstein, Agnes Orr, Ayleen
Jones, Bess Martin, Berdie Vivian, Louise Pettit, Miss Morris,
Willie Mitchuson, Miss Logan;
Messrs. Banks Powell, Will McGehee, James Orr, Sam Raliff,
Frank Brewer, Hubert Young,
Charlie Rick, King Johnson,
Jeff Johnson, Archie Goodwin,
L. W. Guess, B. Farber, J. U.
Smith.

One -of the most interesting
books to reach the sports desk
this fall is--"Sport's Golden
Age" (H arper at Brothers,
$3.95). The book, edited by Allison Danzig and Peter Brandwein, includes chapters on many
sports and given a first-hand
closeup of the fabulous twenties.
"My Greatest Day in Football"
(A. S. Barnes and Co. $3 by
Murray Goodman and Leonard
Lewin) is another
unusual
tome. It includes brief chapters
by Frank Leahy, Lou Little,
Earl Blaik—three of the games
top coaches — Sid , Luckman,
Army's Doc
Blanchard and
Glenn Davis, Knute Rockne,
Bob
Waterfield ,and many
others.
Other football books that will
help pass away the winter beside a fireplace are "Army vs
Notre Dame—The Big Game"
by Jim Beach and Daniel Moore
(Random House, $3) and Gridiron Grenadiers by Tim Cohane.
Lou Boudreau, manager of the
world champion Cleveland Indians, has come up with "Good
Infield Play" (Ziff-Davis, $1.25)
and Bowler Ned Day has written "How to Bowl" (Halcyon
House, $2). Day's "How to Do"
contains 14 illustrations on bowling etiquette.

Page Seven
supply.
It is estimated
that t he
drought in Clark county cut the
Li,ing
Lee Ledtobacco yield about 150 pounds
ford Or Harlan county laid 1,000
to the acre,. and late curn, 20
Ntt.t..ot tile in a fiLtb,r4 the time 15Vicent.
usually required to do the enShelby county homemakers
tire job by hand.
ordered 22,835 crocus, hyacinth,
Homemakers
in
Woodford tulip, daffodil,
regal lily and
county made 90 fall hats in one
Scilla Sibirica bulbs for fall
month, estimating they saved at
planting.
least $300.
County Agent William
B.
L. P. House of Allen county
Howell of Mercer county presold 5,000 pounds of vetch seed
dicts that within three or four
from 20 acres sowed to rye and
years there will be some Ky. 31
vetch.
fescue on every farm in the
About 1,000 'homes in Rockcounty.
castle and Southern Madison
counties are receiving electric
power, with 200 more ready
when lines are established.
C.• • raWww.rif
• - 11115}7•.,,
Approximately only half as
much sorghum was produced
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
this year as last in Whitley
county, due to inability of
Contact
JAMES I) MASHBURN
farmers to dispose of their 1947
Phone 893
Princeton, Ky.

Ky. Farm News
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AS GREAT AS HER OftEATES7
in

Winter
Meeting

Arthritis Pain

Pot quick, delightfully eomfortiag help for
%ohm, nod pains of Rheumatism. Arthritis.
huritia Istrabitgo. Sciatica. or NeunsIgia try
Inagaleill. Works through the Woad First door
votially starts alleviating palm a yau cam
rwt, enjoy life and sloep naore comfortably%
3.1 llogabod at druggist today. quick, oona
,
Plata IOUs:action or mon.
back guseanteed

with

SATURDAY, NOV.6

FOOTBALL

With the King of the
Cowboys!

V.F. W. RED ROCKETS
HARRODSitIRG, KY.
Saturday Nite, Nov.6,1948

and

"TRIGGER"
(Smartest Hotta Is ths Merles)

8:15 P.M.

jPRIMGTINE
ill Me SIERRAS
JANE

BUTLER HIGH STADIUM
Princeton, Ky.
ADULTS - 75c

w"

FRAZEE

STUDENTS - 25c

ANDY

DEVINE
STEPHANIE

ACHELOR

JOHN DEERE DEALER to ENTERTAIN
FARMERS and THEIR FAMILIES

..

,ii.ANTK" and(()Lott C-OMIC

SUN. & MON. NOV. 7-8
SUPREME
SUSPENSE
WITH EVERY
TICKING
SECOND!
eftil

tiov,`AtEs0

t.p. ok.k1

sv?".

Glscl"

.,21i5°•,.‘;r4
3
wukut`:141c•O'isitst
v•tocrt_00.4
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SONGS OF YESTERDAY and NEWSREEL

PI US,

TUES. & WED NOV.9-10

GENE KELLY

POrtt

°TheSulartnunsTreeffr
starring BILLIE BURKE and DON WILSON,
is feature picture in BIG JOHN DEERE DAY SHOW

aloe"'
TheY h
TheY're
New c
new
wn
le

ine outP
prod
waiting

fier-Air Saves up to 25%.
oe, full-size Duo-Therm ...
Ater that's BIG in everything
Yook at these features:
&ewe, keeps more warm sit
pm, gives uniform floor-to,. Saves up to 25% On fuel oil
est! Only Duo-Therm has itl
yi Exclusive Burner mixes just
il/unts of air •nd fuel oil for
gm heat. You pt more Area
It•••• f oil'
#00•-stopp•r it built right
eaves helps keep the hem

from flying up the Rue—transfers more
beat into your home.

4 Finger Tip Control Dial gives you work.
lest, dirtied* heat at the turn of a di•L
YOU can adjust the beat to meet your
exact needs.

You got AU these famous Duo-Therm pee.
formance features with the Duo-Tberna
Royal. You get them for very few dollars!
Come in and see us now and solve your
heating problems for years to come. Cow
%tem/rut credit can be arranged to suit you*
budget.

one

aMITH
S FURNITURE
'
Phone 92
Princeton, Kenjucky
rs.••••
Pin

a gift. You'll get a kick out
of sober, bookish C. St. John
Smith, on the farm, as played
by Kirby Grant. Pretty Linda
Johnson plays Matilda Thorne,
the other 'greenhorn" on the
farm. Lee "Lasses" White will
give you many a chuckle as
the eccentric hired man. "The
Sugar Plum Tree" will prove
Grade ,"A" entertainment for
the entire family.
In addition to "The Sugar
Plum Tree," several other new
all-talking pictures will be
shown. They include "Early
Does It" — a snappy picture
with tips on timely care of

farm machinery . . . "Greener
Pastures"—an educational fullcolor picture on pasture care
and renovation ... "Guardians
of the Harvest"—a full-color
film of combines in action in
various crops throughout the
country . . and "Gateway to
Bigger Feeding Profits" — a
movie that every feeder and
dairyman will want to see.
According to Mr. Robinson,
admbrion to the John Deere
Day Program is by ticket only.
Any farmer who has not received his tickets or needs
more can get them free at
Robinson Implement Co. before the day of the ashow.

Robinson Implement Co.
John Deere Farm Equipment

Hopkinsville Rd.

Studebaker Cars and Trucks

Phone 127-i

A
A

JUDY GARLAND

so
Colo

Billie Burke and Don Wilson,
popular mavie and radio stars,
head the all-Hollywood cast in
'The Sugar Plum Tree," feature picture to be shown in
the Capitol Theater on Thursday, Nov. lit at 9 a. m. The
movie headlines the free John
Deere Day entertainment and
educational program for farmers and their families which is
being sponsored by Robinson
Implement Co.
"The Sugar Plum Tree" is a
rollicking comedy about two
young people who have never
been on a farm, and what they
do when they receive one as

I
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er-Air Blower
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JANIS 5AI011
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COLOR COMIC
' NEWS REEL

1THERM
with

FRIDAY

at/

A Dancing Daredevil Meets
Heavenly-Voiced Senorita On
Technicolor Island! ...

AL HEATER

and

'"`•..,:a410.=1.a.airatasit.„

Tray a Leader Classified Ad!

MEIN tow-cost HEAT& gives
'ORE HEAT with LESS OIL!
ra

TODAY

feiE

fra
Waft

StElAN • Up COM
PETE SMITH NOVELTY and COLOR ('OMB!

THURS.& FRI., NOV.'11-12
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you
Remember

-- Edward G

ROBINSON
Butt LANCASTER.
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•
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Mady CHRISTIANS
Howard DUFF
Louisa HORTON
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Cooper Advises
Farmers To Take
Care Of Finances

Berlin -- AP -- The Germans
are being told that the Russians
are smarter than Hitler
too
smart to start a war with, the
west.
This is the theme of a pamphSays Inflation Creates
let put out by American Military Government. It is one of a
Uncertainty In
series distributed in Germany
Property Values, Prices
and described as "reliable interAnd Income
pretation" of the world situa(gy Thomas P. Cooper, Dean end tion. The
pamphlet is called
Director College of Agriculture and
"Russia—The Story of a Great
Horne Iconomica, University of KenBluff". It was written by Franz
tucky, Lexington, Kentucky)
Borkenau, former professor of
Kentucky farmers have never modern
history at the Universihad greater need than now to ty of
Marburg in the U, S. zone
take stock of their financial, of
Germany.
program and bring their fixed
and
liquid investments into certain days to come. Fanning
good balance to meet the un- is a hazardous business at best,
subject to unexpected losses
from drough, flood, and pestilence—but overshadowing these
natural hazards just now is the
great inflation through which
we are passing. Inflation creates
Creomolsion relieves promptly because
more uncertainty in property
it goes right to she sast of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden values, income and prices than
phlegm and aid assure to soothe aad Kentucky farmers have preTRAPPED FOOT BRINGS SOS—Firemen and police found 18-Isal raw, tender, utfLsowl ',mischief viously faced.
mucous
nuse1. Tell your drup4ist
Success of farm families in month-old Patrick, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Daun, Minneapolis,
to sell you a bottle of Creowndstoo
Minn., sounding this hearty cry for held when one foot got trapped
with the underssaudiag you wust like arranging their finances now
behind a kitchen pipe and his parents couldn't free it. After a bit
the way it quickly allays the cough will greatly affect their farming
Of you are to have your money back and the well-being of the famil- of careful manipulating, firemen ended the tearful torrent. (AP
ly in the years ahead. Fortunate- Wirephoto)
for coughs,Chest Colds, ronchitis ly, farmers are now in good steps needed. Markets for all
position to take the protective classes of farm property are
active, and income and profits
By Miss Nola Wilson
from farming are the largest in
This beautiful weather is bemodern times.
In bringing their financial ing used and enjoyed by the
program into
good balance, farmers gathering corn and a
farmers may consider not only great deal is being carried to
their fixed investments (in land, market. Almost everyone's cribs
improvements, equipment, and are full.
The wild geese are coming by,
livestock), but their liquid investments also—those which can going South, which is a sign
readily be turned into cash to winter is coming. I like their
meet some unexpected emer- honking and just wish I could
gency. For this purpose, U. S. get one. I might be a law breakSavings Bonds are unexcelled— er if I could reach one and
A safe and highly liquid invest- pull it down.
ment providing a reasonable in- meeting Wednesday night conducted by Mr. Orman Jewell
terest return.
The owner of U. S. Savings and a good many things were
Bonds has a ready and unfail- given Mr. and Mrs. Guy Jewell

CREOMULSIOPI

Pleasant Grove

Prescriptions
Phone 611

WOOD DRUG STORE
FEATURED

in

Thursda

KENTUCKY

Too Smart To Eight

ing source of funds when emerneed
arises. Farmers
gency
liquid assets in bonds, savings,
and insurance to protect their
fixed investments in property
and operating capital and to enable the farm family to meet
adversities without the fear of
having to sacrifice essential
items in family living.
No simple formula for farm
investments can be offered that
will apply equally to all farms.
Variations in farming and family responsibilities are too, great.
variety of Government
The

September

Good Housekeeping

Bonds is such however, that
they
offer
safe investments
suited to the needs of various
situations. The amount of U. S.
Savings Bonds any farm family
should purchase depends on its
individual circumstances.
In addition to providing a
cushion against disaster, U. S.
Savings Bonds also provide other valuable investment opportunities for farmers. They offer
a convenient and sound means
of systematic saving for investment and income, for meeting
an obligation, or for accumulating savings for other specific
purposes.
During recent years, when
many items for farm and family
use were scarce, U. S. Savings
Bonds provided an excellent
type of investment of savings
until the scarce articles were
available. Although this particular need is now passing, the
wide variety of bonds with different terms of purchase and
maturity offer many investment
spportunities which appeal to
thrifty farm people.

Sandlick

LOOK OUT!

By M. T. A
I Well things kind, 3
and bare since Jack t'it*qgk
but all gopd things must
Denver — AP — Western catand summer couldn't last alAstmen
and sheepmen, who
ways.
aft reason to hate him, will
Mrs. Tillie Pickering's sister Plenthat ol' Br'er Coyote is
As &No.
Lucy, from Jaragon, Ark., spent
national isitor to Yellowstone
the weekend here with her.
Mrs. Mae Frederick and Mrs. Wyoming * in northwestern
Fern Kaufmann, Los Angeles, mal may be lis„ no wild antCalif., and Mrs. Pearl Hoover, the park boundirtqce it's inside
Lexington, are visiting relatives say the stockmeilThe coyote,
this. They contend ths hep to
and friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd of them stay in the patsdreds
and son, Donald, Ann Kilgore eating is good, then, comehile
and Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Perry ter, move out to prey upori-ispent Sunday in Evansville with stock grower's lambs and calv
The federal fish and wildlife
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rodman and
service listened to the ranchchildren.
Mrs. Mallie Morse spent one men's complaints and decided
afternoon last week in Paducah to see how right they were.
Since then, says Weldon B. Robshopping.
Lebanon Church has gone to inson, biologist in the Denver
half time preaching, beginning office of the service, 319 coyotes
with November. Services are ev- in and near Yellowstone park
ery second Saturday night at 7:30 have been trapped, ear-tagged
and Sunday at 11 a.m., and ev- and released. So far, 65 of these
ery fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. tags have been turned in by
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday School at hunters killing the coyotes out10 a.m. Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor. side the park.
The ladies of Cedar Bluff
W. M. S. and the First Baptist,
Princeton, will be at Lebanon
Church Monday, Nov. 8, at 2
p.m., to reorganize a W. M. S.
All the ladies of the church
and community are urged to
attend.
After cleaning, oiling and adjusting the 50-year-old sewing
machine which belonged to her
grandmother, Mrs. Howard
county
Barnes of Ohristian
found it ran quietly and efficiently.
About 280 etched aluminum
trays were made by Todd county homemakers in one month.

Novem

Mark Cuin

Say FIGHT and

flP

Its a OAT

Creamy, fragrant liquid
for your hands! Leaves
soft smoothness ... with
11111~

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE

DR

and a little goes a long;

LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE

Clipper

a greasy or sticky

fest!...dries so quiddy...

(A) I°C
Shirt l(
SnopPY
eater-'
8-18.
A "buy

leap woyI

ace

who had lost most of their
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
things by fire recently.
Contact
A good sized crowd at Church
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Saturday and a large crowd
Phone 893
Princeton, Ky.
Sunday. Rev. Marshall, filled the
pastor's place.
prayer
attended
Several
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Oden and
son, Hollis, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Cartwright and son, Wayne,
Mr. and Mrs. Urey Scott, C. B.
Rogers and Randy Long enjoyed
a birthday dinner at Mr. and
Mrs. 0. N. Cartwright's at Oak
Grove Sunday.
Misses Verla and Wanda Farris visited Miss Dorothy Aldridge Monday.
Mr. J. W. Hensley accompanied
by Mr. Bobbie Williams of Hawkins, attended the Grand Ole
Opry at Nashville Saturday
AMERICA'S NEWEST
night.
visited
Mrs. Lucien Cluck
AND FINEST
Mrs. Loyd Aldridge Sunday afternoon.
Rev. Henry Rowland was reelected pastor for the coming
year.
Mr. Charles Cline died at his
home on Dawson Road, Christian county, Tuesday. He was
reared in this community, but
had resided in Christian county
some time. Interment was at
Cross Roads Cemetery Wednesday.
Mrs. Zettie Woolf is very sick
at her son's home, Mr. Leathel
Woolf.
PHONE 127-J
Mrs, Gertie Cortner recently
visited Mrs. Herbal Rogers and
family at Hopkinsville.
Little Miss Carolyn Cue Lewis
of Princeton is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. C. R. Overbey.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers
called on Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Rogers and family Thursday
night.
,Limard Sisk, of Princeton,
visited his sister, Mrs. Johnnie
Rogers, Friday night.
Mr. Claud Storms was a
Madisonville Sunday.
Miss Imogene Aldridge is at
Miss Nola Wilson's a few days.
Mrs. Zora Wilson recently entertained little Royce and Billie
/
12
Ladd, Linda and Wanda Fuller
and Billie Rogers Merrick with
an ice cream party at Williamson's Drug Store.
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REVOLUTIONARY I
STUDEBAKER TRU

Size for size—wheelbase for wheelbase—Studebaker trucks top 'ens all in

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

HOPKINSVILLE

wicarso n
for

Women's Wear
"Not More, But Bat,
ter Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporifted)

CITY TAX NOTICE
le Wen'
They t'
TheY're
New c
new wt
sirn IS

The City Taxes are due and must

Dress se weer whirs you'd look your leveller%
diagonal Weld **rolls too beelleit eftd deep.
pointeel peplum will melee yeu seem toner and

be paid by NOVEMBER 1st to save

slimmer, la Crier%•Iler-M11 sturdily rayon)
ruby, sapphire, mapper, deep emerald, let

the penalty of 10% which will be

block; dos 14% to 2614...sod it's it*

$14.95

added to all city taxes remaining unpaid after that date.

Garland Quisenberry,
City Tax Collector

HOPKINSVILLE

Auction S
STARTING

10:00 A. M.

Mil. North ef Crider on Rock Road, I will
for Sale the following property:

1 Guernsey Cow 2 yrs. old, full flow milk
1 Guernsey Cow 2 yrs. old,freshen Dec.1
1 Guernsey Cow 3 yrs. old, freshen Nov. 2
1 Jersey Cow 5 yrs. old, full flow milk
1 Goeslwerk Mare,7 yrs. old
1 Geed work Mule, ft yrs. old
1 2 3-4 in. Ctwensbore Wagon
1 Set good Wagon Harness
1 Case team Mower, like new
1 Case disc harrow
1 Oliver disc cultivator
100 Bales Alfalfa Hay

Good Cream Separator, Small Tools of all kinclit
Household and Kitchen Furniture and many oi
too numerous to mention.

0.0. Faughn
OWNER

AUCTIONEER

and aisks
his
family is1443
read
rth 01 linitslen.
the
sptiatt utit 10;
i
Slir

Chfle,,

Ad'

o , Novemier 4, 1948

ric EquPment

the electrl current was
as for tht first time in
r pond community in
count. on Valentine's
i)f the ti members of the
emitters club have purclooric refrigerators,
Wilma
Vandiver,
set Other purchases lafht electric stoves, two
el lockers and 38 mais of equipment. The
erg also wired 25 old
'imps for electricity.
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4-H Club Work
Helps In College

Scott Women Grew
Acres Of Gardens
Had all the gardens of Scott
county homemakers been placed
together last summer, they
would have made a garden patch
more than 28 acres in size, according to Mrs. D. W. Houston,
project chairman. From it, more
than 5,000 quarts of food were
canned.
Homemakers in that county
canned also 5,000 quarts of fruit
and preserves and placed 813
pounds of fruit in freezer lockers. More than 15,000 pounds of
meat were cured, 8,000 pounds
frozen and 1,065 quarts canned.

Miss Eloise Lorch of Anchorage, Jefferson county, made
use
of her 4-H Club project work
to
earn money for a
considerable
part of her expenses at the
University of Kentucky, where she
is enrolled as a freshman in the
College of Agriculture a n d
Home Economics.
Miss Lorch was awarded a
$200 scholarship by the Farm
Underwriters Association to r
writing an essay on ways which
FIRF
she, with the cooperation of her
parents, eliminated fire hazards
,SURANCE
in their home. Another $200 was
earned by Miss torch when she
CALL II
operated a play-school for small
UNNINGHAM, Agt
children at her home for a per1,,s.ranc• Service
iod of five weeks. Then, when
Market St.
A
not otherwise engaged, she did
An Eastern Kentucky dairybaby sitting.
Style revue champion in Jet- man reported a production gain
of 12 percent in two years due
to such improvements as:
Keeping breeding records and
conditioning cows during a sixweek to two-month dry period.
Regular milking hours and
feeding habits.
Improvements on water supply.
Keeping cows in the barn on
cold, rough days.
Keeping the barn warm but
well ventilated.
e-Yost has complete stocks of everything
Providing sufficient bedding
to keep cows comfortable.
need to keep warm this winter:
Dehorning cows housed in a
rest barn.
WARM MORNING COAL HEATERS
Dairy specialists at the CalCOROAIRE GAS HEATERS
lege of ,Agriculture and Home
COLEMAN OIL HEATERS
Economics, University of Kentucky, said:
PORTABLE GRATES
"Many cases, such as this,
GRATE FRAMES
lead one to believe that good
GRATE BASKETS
management, p 1 u s improved
pasture and better legume hay,
FIRE BRICK
could make the average dairy
FIRE BACK
cow in ,Kentucky produce 220
pounds of butterfat a year inWEATHER STRIP
stead of 170 pounds. This would
CAULKING COMPOUND
mean an increase of about 40
percent in net income from
CAULKING GUNS
milk."
DOOR BOTTOMS

Good Management
Pays In Dairying

PREPARE FOR
WINTER!

ng our
oncloy,
so you
y it is

ON

•
SPECIAL

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

No. 17 Galvanized Coal Hods
$1.00
In Hopkinsville It's

(Incorporated)

ferson county and a blue ribbon
winner at 4-H Week at Lexington, this 4-H'er saved on her
college clothing budget by making all of her wardrobe with the
exception of a winter coat. That
she appreciates the finer techniques of sewing was seen when
she won the Jefferson county
clothing judging contest, to be
followed later with a blue ribbon at 4-H Week.
Although Miss Lorch has a
fine foundation for a home economics career, she is as yet undecided in which of its many
phases she will specialize.

Fredonia

College Radio Schedule

Mr. Marvin Gibbs has returned home from a Louisville hospital where he spent several
weeks.

ther, Mrs. Florence Parr. Mr.
McElroy was called to Princeton
by the illness of his grandfather,
Mr. Silas Dodds.

Mrs. Marie Darnell, Salem,
spent the weekend with her sister, Mrs. Sam Holloman, and
family.
Mr. Norman Lee Faught, Bowling Green, visited over the
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Adrian Fought.
Miss Dorothy Brasher, Gilbertsville, spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Brasher.
Mrs. Chester Miller and son,
Danny, Wichita, Kans., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. R. Feagan.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
and sons, Wayne and' Donald.
Evansville, were visitors in the
home of Mrs. Belle Lowry and
family Sunday.
Mr. D. E. Morgan is visiting
his son, Maxwell Morgan, and
Mrs. Morgan, near Farmersville.
We regret to hear of the serious illness of "Uncle Dick"
Croce at his home near Crayne.
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy visited
him 'Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Will Baker is very ill at
his home south of town, having
suffered a paralytic stroke.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
spent the weekend in Bowling
Green. He was called to officiate
in the installation service for
elders of a church near there.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
Sam Howerton were in Paducah
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt and
son, of Marion, were Sunday
guests of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Turley.
The American Legion Auxiliary held its regular monthly
meeting in the home of Mrs.
W. M. Young Monday night.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. B. Young Sunday were: Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Young and son,
Bob, Louisville, and Mrs. Charlie
Young, of Evansville.
Mrs. Alice Leeper left Sunday for Nashville, after spending
a few weeks with Miss Ada
Leeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. McElroy and sons, Jimmy and Bobbie, Hodgenville, were guests
during the weekend of her mo-

Mrs. Osie S. Hinkley has returned to her home in Mt. Carmel, Ill., after spending last
week with her sister, Mrs. Ivan
H. Bennett, and Mr. Bennett.
Mrs. John Butts and granddaughter, Miss Joan Butts, left
Wednesday for Memphis, Tenn.,
where they will visit Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Whitt and new baby
daughter, Patricia Lynn.
Miss Doris Brown was admitted to Riverside Hospital, Paducah, Sunday for observation and
treatment. Her mother, Mrs.
Reed Brown, is with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansville, spent the weekend
with her sister, Mrs. Veldin
Yandell, and Mr. Yandell.
Mrs. Bill Brown and daughter,
who spent several weeks here

Programs scheduled to be
heard daily at 12:45 p.m. over
radio station WHAS from the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, are: Nov. 8, W. M. Insko, Jr., "This Turkey Didn't
Go to Market;" Nov. 9, L. A.
with her sister, Mrs. Coy Moore,
and mother, Mrs. Lee Burklow,
returned to her home in Los Angeles, Calif., last week.
Miss Ada Lee Leeper and Mr.
Walter Leeper spent Sunday in
Madisonville as guests of their
brother, Mr. Frank Leeper, and
Mrs. Leeper.
Miss 'Hazel Fuller, Nashville,
spent the weekend with her mother, Mrs. Ambie Fuller.

BACK ACH E

Bradford, "Farming Plans for
1949," Nov. 10, Robert H. Ford,
"Farm Newscast;" Nov. 11, John
S. Gardner, "Will Your Garden
Rest Comfortably this Winter?"
and Nov. 12, "Questions from
Farm People." On Nov. 13, at
11:45 a.m., Miss Ida Hagman
will discuss "The Home Outlook
for 1949."

STOP TERMITE OAMAGE

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action

possibly in your home. A FREE
rERMINDC ,INSPBCTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite damage in your property. Don't delay, cel today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 517-I
Flying ants may be termites—

Fes %eke easiderUag Sib ter leactsees.
abeinsatls Pensk Cutting We insets. stress
cloudy urine, instating passages. Les Peas.
circles under eyes, and gesellen ankles, dua
to non-organic and men-systemic Kline? and
Bladder troubles, try Cystsm. Quick. ten'iniet•
mitisr•ctlen or money back guaranteed. MA
your druggist for Cysts* today.

Awhothed Representative of
Ohio Valley Tern:unlit Corp.

e le
As Advertised In"The Post"'

TERMINIX

Automatic c a ri-making, machines produce as many as 21,000 cans an hour.
Folding-box
machines c a n
glue and fold up to 105,000 boxes
an hour.

Modern life with it. hurry and worry,
Irregular habit., Improper eating and
drinking—lie risk of exposure and Infection —throw. heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to bosom*
over-taxed and fall to alter exam. acid
and other impuritlea from the illsogivieg
blood.
You may euffer nagging backache.
headache, dialinees, getting up nights,
leg pain., swelling—feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder •re sometimes burning. scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Duane VOl.. Dosn's help the
kidneys to pair off harmful excidd body
waste. They hav• had more than'half•
century of public approval. Are rococomended ty grateful nears •verywhers.
Ask your ssighborl

DOAN'S PILLS

Aren't They Cute?

STUFFED ANIMALS

$2.79
Sett and gladly. Uses
from 7 niches to 14-Inches.

For the MakeBelieve Cowboy

ACTION PLUS!

DOUBLE
HOLSTER SET

SPARKING
CLIMBING
TANK

A beauty! Holsters are
trimmed with bright "jewels,"
leather belt carries two redwood bullets. Two 9-inch
repeater pistols with white
plastic grips shoot caps.

Looks like the real ones.
Climbs all over shooting
sparks. Revolving turret

Give Your

JUNIOR DRESSES

9-LIGHT
BUBBLE SET

MECHANICAL

CELLOPHANE WREATH
1100

3.98
Liquid is the lamps dances with bright
colons. Has add on oosinector for attach.
ing other sets. They're wondorful!

Lovely for a window. Has
red Limp. It's twelve inches
in diameter.

HAND CAR
Wind 'er up and the two
gay clowns move the pumping lever up and down as
the car moves across the
floor.

On Highway 41 between Madisonville
It is new - It is dif- HERE'S REAL
ACTION!
ferent - It needs no

It Runs and Runs

Just Imagine

Speeds up to 15 m.p.h.

paint - It is fireproof
Above all it is low
in cost.

As seen in Mademoiselle

00111
They
They're
New el
new wi
wn is y

Side -Wise
You'll go so many places in this gentle
one-piece dress! See how its
ipeplum starts demurely, then dips with a
whoosh to end at renter back. The
fabric design, CAROL KING'S alone.
Rayon crepe in junior sizes 9 to 15.

$14.95
other Carole King Juniors from $12.95

Any one can erect it in
a few hours by following
51/4-inch
simple plans and directCLIMBING
ions which are furnished.
TRACTOR
Delivered to you in Prince79c
ton all pre-cut
knocked Has heavy rubber treads
ased strong spring motor.
down and bundled — for There', a book at the roar
for fastening other toys.
scraper is 15% inches
quick and easy erection .. Roag
VW&
freight paid for

PLASTIC
2-WAY
BATTERY
AUTO

TORNADO
RACER

4.95
Operates on two flashlight
batteries. By stopping the
auto and giving it a slight
start,' direction can be
reversed.

Nothing to wind. Has inflated rubber tiros, exhaust
pipe and air compressor
type motor with plunger
pump. A streamlined
beauty.

Famous
DECORATIVE
Tree Light Set

7-LIGHT
MULTIPLE UNIT

3.19

$412.50

Dunn & Oliver

Up to 36 Months
Pay Plan
See, Call or Write

H.Raymond Mann
519 So. Seminary St. Phone 83-W
MADISoNmut

Tha

corneso
TABLE RADIO

19.95

Smart white
plastic. TUB
beautiful midget
automatic volums feature*
control
and huilt-in loop
antenna.

S. W. Dunn

R. M. Oliver

FIRESTONE PRODUCTS — D-X MOTOR OILS, FUELS
N. E. Court Square

Phone 838
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Butler FFA To
Collect Scrap

KU Postpones Rate
Increase Application
Affecting Industries

TVA To Ask Bids
On Bridge Over
Ky. Dam Nov. 11

Centre Homecoming
To Be Held Saturday

Thursciel , N'

11111011111•11111111111111111fferr

.armsnosertall-

,mstrtictiun helpful
ing Sii
but not ,,sential. For full details write Crawford Door
Sales Co., 421 Fulton Avenue,
.t.naville, Indiana."
2tp

Classified Ads

416.1VI'Tiger
•

_

v t• 11)47 MED FORD TRACTOR:
t.
He
No. 3-W.
Is CI Alb rid the
receivt -1
s
Plow Disk, Cultivator Spring
An unexpected reduction in
RATTERILsi
130,-year-o1d school's 1948 Hometype. Bought new, June, 1947.
with
the cost of coal ter; •
SALE: Antique • walnut
With a written grantee ft,:
Drive Begins Today On
coming Day program Saturday,
Used equipment on 55 A. corn
fae.
other favorable op
piffle' bed and parlor lamps.
tractor.
Get
truck
or
your
car,
Nov. 6. Feature events include
ground. Hayden C. Cooper,
tors has enabled K,
All Forms In County
Littlepage's Hobby House, 510
our price. Hodge Motor and
fall commencement, to begin at
/
2
Star Route 6, Princeton. 21
itiea Company to poz-apone ap
Will
Link
New
Franklin St.
US
1te
62
Company. Phone
Implement
As Group Tries For Prize plication of a fuel-cost clause
9:30 a.m. In Boyle-Humphrey
2tp.
mi. from courthouse.
tfc
87.
linticr illgh School Chapter,
Route,
Paducah
To
gymnasium;
a
football
game
at
"TAKE OVER" Spinet Piano
to electric contracts with indusFuture Farmers of America,
2 p.m. on Cheek Field between Are yout headlights 0. K.? It FOR SALE: '47 Chevrolet. 2trial and commercial customers, Kuttawa; Will Aid
perfect
give
you
a
we
can
will begin collecting scrap metal
not,
Centre and Southwestern of
door sedan. Call 537 after 5
R. S. Gregory, K. U. district Park Project
today from the communities and
job with the BEAR HEADMemphis, and the annual homelie
o'clock.
manager here, said this week.
Bids
for
construction
of
a
vefarms of Caldwell county, James
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER coming dance, to begin at 9 p.m.
The Public SerVice Commis- hicular bridge over Kentucky
D. Maddox, instructor of agricula job that will meet state re- FOR MOWUMENTS: Good qualin Boyle-Humphrey gym.
sion last week granted K. U's Darn are to be received by the
ture at Butler, announced.
ity, goad workmanship, see W.
quirements. Hodge M o t or
request to defer addition of the Tennessee Valley Authority Noite R. Allen, W. Maln St. Phone
Purpose of the drive, Mr.
Sales. Phone yr.
clause which the company had vember 12, Henry Ward, State
tfc
Maddox said, is to relieve the
698-J. Princeton, Ky.
sought earlier.
PIANOS - RADIOS-ORGANS
commissioner of conservation,
critical shortage of scrap metal
comMr. Gregory said the
- SOLOVOX. Top quality, Interested in a good paying,
said here last night he has been
needed to make steel. Because
forfedl t t4a peek a informed by TVA officials.
Well-Established busines s?
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
a check-up showed much scrap pany may be
clause later, if oilerating
Doesn't
require too much
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
The bridge will be a link in
metal had accumulated on farms fuel
Go To Owensboro Nov.
or revenues fall.
52tp
money for the investment,
Ph. 1352-M.
the new route of U. S. Highway
since the war-time drives, the factors rise
He listed other favorable fac- 62, which will carry the high- 10; William J. Batten
Good lease. Call Cummins InMidwestern Scrap Metal Comhas
Fuller Brush Company
resulting way from Paducah to Kuttawa
surance Agency & Real Esmittee has initiated this cam- tors as economies
Named Chairman
opening for man with car in
tate. Telephone 520-J.
paign to get the scrap metal, from around-the clock operation via Kentucky Dam.
The second group of inductees
Caldwell County. Profits averinstalled
second
recently
the
of
A.
section
out.
of
a
new
Maddox
pointed
highway
Mr.
from
Draft
Board
No.
9
will
go
hour
to
per
$2.00
about
age
SEAT COVERS
The campaign has the endorse. generator at the Tyrone power between the dam and Kutta- to Owensboro for pre-indtiction
start. For full particulars and Guaranteed not to rip or fade.
conimproved
load
and
plant,
wa has been completed, and the examinations
ment of Charlet F. Sawyer, secWednesday, Nov.
personal interview write FulFor your car or truck. Instal• State Department of Highways 10, it was annouhced this
retary of cornmerce, Charles ditions.
week
lation by experts at no extra
ler Brush Co., 502 Green
Brannan, secretary of agricul- there will be awarded 14 prizes recently awarded a contract for by Henry Averdick, chief clerk.
ltp
cost. Hodge Motor ana impleBldg., Evansville, Ind.
ture and Maurice Tobin, secre- ranging from $100 to $20, Mr. completion of that route.
The board serves three counment Company. Phone 87. tfc
Ward
also
reported the State ties, Caldwell, Crittenden and
tary of labor. Prizes are being Maddox said.
TIRES
Highway Department is pushing Lyon.
offered to the winning. FFA
With a written guarantee for car ATTENTION PLEASE: If you
The campaign will last ten
ahead plans for early constructruck or tractor. Get our price
are interested in a nice, modchapter or 4-H group in this days, through
Reports from the first group,
November 14.
Hodge Motor and Implement
ern home: Five rooms and
district by radio station WLW, FFA members will call at all tion of a bridge over Cumber- who underwent physical examtfc
Company. Phone 87.
bath, basement, and gas heat.
Cincinnati. To both the 4-H farms, and anyone with scrap land River between Kentucky inations and others tests at the
clubs and FFA chapters in the metal on their place is urged Dom and Kuttawa, provided cost induction center October 26, have FOR SALE: 1940 Plymouth. 'Hopkinsville Street. Call this
office at 2:00 o'clock Friday
State turning in the greatest to contact Butler Chapter FFA, of the bridge can be financed not been received by the local
Good tires, good motor, perthrough issuance of revenue board, Mr.
November 5, 1948. Cummins
per capita amount of scrap Mr. Maddox said.
Averdick said. The
anti-freeze.
4manent
type
bonds.
Insurance Agency and Real
State office still forbids the
ltc
door
sedan.
Call
50.
"Plans are being considered publication of details,
Estate. Telephone: 520-7.
names or
for building of a new highway number concerning
men going Kennedy and Stalling - Elect- "Unusual opportunity for the
between Kentucky Dam and Pa- to the induction center,
rical contractors; REA wiring
Mr. Avright
men in
Crittenden,
ducah as the route of U. S. 62, erdick pointed out.
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
Caldwell, Livingston, a n d
but odds are this project will be
tfc
365-J
or
541-W.
Phone
William J. Batten, Caldwell
Lyon Counties selling and indelayed until completion of the representative on the
draft FOR SALE: Four-room house
stalling well known Crawroute from the dam to Kutta- board, was
appointed chairman
ford Overhead Garage Doors
near shirt factory. Imcomplete.
wa", Ward said.
at the regular meeting of the
See Mitchell Brown. 311 Cherto home owners, garages,
"Buildinp of this new highway board Friday. Other
members of
warehouses, factories, etc. A
ry St.
ltp
will mean much to the full de- the board include R.
S. Mason,
chance to own a profitable
velopment of the Kentucky Dam representing Lyon
Tel. 25
SAVE MONEY
county, and
business on small operating
State Park," the commissioner Robert Rodgers,
Crittenden Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
capital. We help you get startadded. "We have been gratified county.
and accessories for
your
ed. Knowledge of carpenterat the progress which has been
Chrysler-built automobiles and
made there, and at public suptrucks. Hodge Motor and Im
port being received, but more
plement Company. Phone 87
patronage will be needed to
tfc
bring this park to its full deFOR SALE: 1 Girl's Bicycle; 1
velopment. We now have faciliRadio Phonograph; 1 Boy's
ties to take care of 175 persons
When you start to barrels! with
Suit size 13; 1 Boy's Mackiat the park each night, either in
NEW IDEA Picker, your corn goes
naw, size 12. Mrs. John F.
lodges or cottages, and the dinInto the crib fast. Famous for their
Rice, Fredonia, Ky. Phone
ing room is operating efficient
Ireland,
clean picking and thorough busknow."
alt in cloth hags, 100 1 bs.
FOR SALE: Large-size vented
ing. the spud of thee* reliable maMcCormicks,
gas heater, Also gas cook
chine. is backed by their depend.
stove. Both in good condition.
ability. Time out for repairs or ad- Card Of Thanks
In appreciation of the many
See at 306 S. Jefferson, or
ed Pepper 5-1b. can
justments is reduced to a minimum.
lb.
gifts and cards and remembran
ltc
Phone 616-J.
They have a reputation for finishiag
Morton's,
Brach's
the lob in a hairy. Universal - ces sent to the Rev. John T.

41
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Box 714,
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to see Piano.

Leaf Loan
Slightly
This Year

FOR SUE!

Second Group Of
Inductees Called

125 Acre Farm
44,1 • ••

o:

year, bees
i
in parity. Part
odnies inert'

Permanent improvements,gravel
road, located near Crider, Ky.

•

This rep
0f $1.60
svera
r. ge loan35,ad
prices will range
of $12 on the N
ce tobacco gradin

JOHN E. YOUNG

quickly hooked up
to any make and
model of tractor.
lees. mod Idee models. Cern* t. ead es4
vs for isf•saielive.

Booklets

_

YOUNG HARDWARE & IMP. CO.
Fredonia, Ky.

Cunningham on the celebration
of his recent 89th birthday, to
his many friends, fellow ministers and members of his conItc
gregations.
A dessert all teen-agers welcome at a party is a sundae
made of coffee ice cream, marshmallow sauce and toasted al
monds. .Or serve vanilla ice
cream with peach sauce and
shaved Brazil nuts.

ONLY

CALVERT
WATCHES
combine exquisite beauty of
styling...superb timekeeping
qualities.., at modest prices!

First National Bank's

SIXTH ANNUAL
CORN SHOW

7 to 17 jewel from $19.75
to $52.50

CALVERT
weridedilltkied
WATCHES

WALKER'S DRUG &
JEWELRY
PRINCETON, KY.

Because of the widespread interest and cooperation of the farmers

Phone 77

in previous years, we plan on holding another corn display and
contest in the bank's lobby this year, with

Ten Prizes ($5.00; 4.00; 3.00; 2.00; 1.00)
for the best yellow and the same for the best white corn.
Each entry must consist of three ears. They should,be arranged
and tied by the farmer. If you raise more than one variety of corn
(either hybrid, open pollinuted, white and yellow, etc.) you may
make an entry of each.

SPECIAL
3.00 For The Longest Single Ear!
Closing date for entries: November 26. Corn will be judged
that night by Mr. R. A. Mabry, tagged and displayed all of the following week. Corn will be sold Dec. 4th, and the proceeds given
to the Caldwell County Memorial Hospital.
We are glad at all times to display any unusual farm products,
such as pumpkins, apples or stalks of corn, etc. We have several

65c

Police Court
Collects $970.50

Sugar Cure

ctober was a banner month
in police court. Collections totaled $970.50, including forfeiture of a $500 peace bond.
Meter parking violations for
the month totaled $29.
Replevin bonds made in the
month totaled $29.50, and old
replevin bond collections was
$25.50. All fines and forfeitures
totaled $1037. Thirty-nine days
were spent in jail by 10 of those
convicted, while labor performed for the city amounted to $78.
Harold McConnell reported
1,504 hours' work on the city
streets, with 500 hours spent in
repairing blacktop, asphalt and
concrete streets.
The fire department had four
calls during the month.
Parking meter intake for October amounted to $450.15, according to the treasurer's report.
Operating expense disbursement
for the month aggregated over
$5700. The mayor and all councilmen attended the session.

McCormick's, pure ground

87c

7-1b.
4

Figaro

Condensed Smoke '6_0.. 65c
Black Pepper
83c
li-az. pkg.

From Our Clothing Dept.
Comes This
SPECIAL OFFER

15c

Nlorton's

Good for $5.00 on the cash purchase of any
man's suit or prep suit at SAM HOWERTONS,
FREDONIA, KY., between the dates of Nov.
6th and Nov. 13th.
NAME
ADDRESS

pkg

3 pkgs.

Honey

1-lb. jar

Meat Pump
$1.85
Tender QuickMorton's, 87c
Waffle Mix Duff,. pkg 29c
Mayonnaise
39c
Peaches
25c
H
25c
Orange Juice
221
/
2c
Peas
10c
1g. 4-oz. size

4-lb

Queen Anne

16 oz jar
Mid Summer-in heavy syrup
29-oz. can

ominy

Cracked pearl, 3 lbs.
Heart of Florida

med. size, good quality, 46-oz.
Break '0 Day, Indiana

Tomatoes
(.„.d
Mincemeat
Cocoa

c... 121/2c

win

28-oz. jar

Ilershey's,

Si-lb. can

50c

Hunt's

221
/
2c

Fruit Cocktail

39c
25c

Navy Beans

to-lbs '
1 00

Naas, fancy Indiana

large can

19c
15c

3 packages for

25c

14-oz. can

50c

Tomato Catsup
Pet Milk

14-oz. btl.

Red Cross Macaroni or

Spaghetti

Cranberry Sauce
Pork & Beans

16-oz. CAD

19c

Ky. ticauty

Fig Pudding
Stokely, cut spears

Asparagus

Corn.
Sauer Kraut

19-oz. can

Maui

29-oz, can 10C

Brook's, with beans

Chili Con Carne
Oleomargarine

16-oz. can

26c

lb. pkg.

29c

Ml Choice

/
1
2
19-oz, can12
c

Quaker Oats

C

offee

lb.

3-9as.1•12

39c

Tomato Soup
Soda Crackers

10%-oz. can

Fredonia, Ky.

10C

Oven Kist

small pkg.

17c

2-1b

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Ripe and Juicy Florida

Appl

es lb. 8 1-3c
Firm and Green

Brussel Sprouts

$3.25
pin, 15c

bushel

Oranges

8

Lettuce

49c
,j21
/
2c

lb big

Large solid heads,
size four

MEAT SPECIALS
Center Loin

P
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Loin or Rib End

57c Pork Roast

It,

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
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box 42c

Listen to Ilinto Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A.
WYJS
6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

SAM HOWERTON'S

29c
19c

14:01. can
Kewple, Golden Bautuln, whole kernel

Heinz

Good on cold mornings

loan only by the
This original p
to the publis
only if he is co..
marketing qu.
)
s(nwoettp
s allotment.
will
(.
2ptrce
,
,nt
adedu
r,a
(damaged)
ioiallb.not
the w
N2G

Heinz

Loving ('up

ork Chops small & lean. lb.

DATE

35c

Choice hand picked

Wine-sap-

$5.00 Coupon $5.00

ello
All flavors
Pure white clover.

Daisy Cheese

Sausage Seasoning

J11111

12
19

Cherry Chocolates lb. 69c
23c
J

S

Stokely

Beginning Saturday, Nov. 6th and
lasting through Saturday, Nov 13th
the Coupon below will be good for
$5.00 on the purchase of any man's
suit or prep suit in our entire stock.
Cut out this coupon and bring it in.
Hurry while this offer still lasts.

Pumpkin
Pie Crust Mix Mt.

Wisconsin, full cream

age pure ground, 5- 8 oz. pkg. 1OC
Elavco-10-oz. pkg.
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McCormick's

I ,.1 pc

we will be delighted to place it on display.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

R

46-ox, can

in our lobby at this time. If you have anything of this nature,

Princeton, Ky.

Princeton, K

Check Your Red Front Store For Your Meat Curing Sup
plies Before You Buy.
$1.35
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Also 3 small dwellings in
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$6,000

For a Clean,
Fast Harvest
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